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Vote the Independent Ticket and You Vote Right
INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE
"Prohibition Question Is Not An Issue" DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL
COMMITTEE MEETING
PUTS 0. K. ON BOND ISSUE though some weak candidates on citizens tiekei. would use it as a subterfuge
Set for June 10th When Candidates

Say That
Majority of Committee Upon Investigation
Improvements
Complete
Necessary
to
$35,000 Issue is
Contemplated. Suburbanites Need Water and Fire
Protection.
Three members of the committee of five appointed at the
Independent meeting last Thursday night to investigate the pro
posed $35,000 bond issue to be
voted upon next Tuesday, have
reported favorably. They are
Childers, A. B. Austin
K.
Meyers.
In addition
E.
and 7.
to the cost of the water and
sewerage main extension, new
fire plugs and another well
they believe that additional
plant equipment will be necessary if a large saving is to be
made in fuel.
They report that the present
capacity of the plant is 200 K.
The maximum lighting
W.
load now is 175 K. W. as com
pared with 120 K. W. one year
ago and that the pumping load
is 50 K. W. By adding one
200 K. W. generator with engine they estimate the saving
per cent and
iit fuel to be 25
that the present fuel bill is
$7,000 a year. The cost of this
new equipment will be $13575,00
The cost of an additional well

C

will be $3,000.

The present fire protection
with 12 fire plugs is serving
about 2T per cent of the prop
erty. By incrrasing the number to 45 plugs it will serve 90
per cent. The cost of this improvement will aggregate ap
proximately $9,635.
The presertt sewerage system
is serving abjut 40 per cent
and with the increased exten- will serve about 70
bions it
uer cent. The aDnroximate cost
of this work will be about $7,000
or 8,000.
The present tire fighting capacity .with two streams.' is two
hours. With the proposed in
crease it will be 10 to 12 hour.
with four streams. The ci'y
has now about the same firt
lighting capacityj'as the Santa
Fe shops.
As Mated in the bepinning.

th
News was not averse to the, issue if it could he shown conclusively t h :it $:!, 000 wai necessary at this time, and the sole
ol'jcct of the resolution introduced at the Independent meet
ing was for the committee to
give the people 'more litfht" on
the subject. This they appear
to have done satisfactorily and
v.c believe that the .issue, although quite an additional) tax
burden, will carry. ... v
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For Clerk
B. M. Biizei dine
i

For Treasurer

Debs
Eugene
surrounding
the
and
Clovis

inter-Nationa-

For Aldermen

JAMES WHITCOMB

RILEY.

"Gene Debs is the most lovable man I ever knew. Debs i.
sincere. His heart is as gentle
as a woman's and as fresh as a
mountain brook. If Debs were
a priest, the world would listen
to his eloquence, and that gentle,
musical voice and sad, sweet
smile of his would soften the
hardest heart."
EUGENE FIELD.

New Racket Store.
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Leg Cut off by Train
L E "J." Shw. exiracon

-

ductor, had his leu foot so bndU
rushed Tuesday by falling un
d r the wheels of a car that am
nutation was necessary , the in
jured limb hhp g 'ake off lout
From
inch- s abovH the ankle.
train-mes
by
tlugiven
reports
it appears that Shaw was
xerving. as btkeman on th s
particular run nl a- the train
was pul.ing out of th wnt ei.d
if the yard, lwl,setved thnt
the air was woikin improperly
on one o'thecirs. antting the
oreiikes. He reiead the air
nd in climbing on hf car whil
the tram was in motion,
precipitatbars cam1
ing him under th- - eHr wh'-eiith the results mentioned He
was rushed to the company hos
uital where the opera: ion was
performed.
Mr. Shaw who is a young man
was married in Clovis a couple
of yrars ago and his nuny
friends will regret to learn of
He was one
his sad misfortune.
of the most popular of the Santa
Fe employes and had been in the
railroad service for years. At
last reports he was getting along
as well as could be expected.
.
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being made by some to inject
the prohibition question into the
issue being raised in the coming
city election to be held on
April 4, we the candidates for
Alderman nominated on the IN
DEPENDENT TICKET, pledg.ourselves, if elected, to support
the prohibition ordinances and
io uphold the laws regarding the
snle of liquors to the end that
ihey shall be strictly enforced.
Tne prohibition question h
been settled and we do not be
lieve that it has any place in
this campaign We favor wuter
and light extension, better fit'
a cleaner and moi
Suiutar.v city and an economics
W
administration
I'Usiness
i uxor
suhmi ting ail bids tot
city priming and other 6upplietto be furnished the city, to th
lowest responsible bidder.
B ( UkLESS.
Candidate from t he 1st Ward
J. F. SELLERS.
Candidate from the 2d Ward
J. A. McFARLIN,
Candida e from 'he 3d Ward
A. L.GURLEY.
Candidate from tne 4h Ward
-

A. W. Skarda

V.

Livery Barn Burns
sheet iron liver
Avenue be
n.trn on Hagt-rman- n
street
Mitchell
tween Main and
was destrn ed by fire Thursrlav
morning about ten o'clock. Th
ouiidii'g was the property c
A. S Beck and was leased b
Dave Owen. The animals were
all taken out from the stable
and lots adjoining but the fir
The larne

rapidly that it
to save the buggies,
harness and other equipment.
The origin of the fire is unknown
but 19 supposed that it caiuli
thrown
from a cigarette cailes-labout the building, which was i
mass of flames before the alarm
was sounded. The department
responded promptly and although
a strong north wind was blowing, they succeeded in keeping
tin- flames confined to the stable
Republicans Hold Meeting building. The Sants Fe depart
Subject to the call of County ment was also on hand to pro
Chairman W. A. Havener, a ttct the company property. The
number of Republicans met in buggies and harness were insur
the court houe Saturday to dis- ed for $800.00 and the barn for
cuss the advisability of placine $500.00.
a ticket in the field for county
Had Leg Broken
officers. June 14th was named
as the date for holding the county
Claud Guillaland, a relative ol
convention for the nomination W. M. Ogg, sustained a broken
of county officers. A number of leg Sunday in falling from his
delegates from outside precincts motorcycle while en route from
were present.
Elida to Clovis. He ran into a
sand bar, skidding his machine
under which he was pinoned for
Gable,
former
Thomas P.
before a passer' by
penitensometime
State
of
the
Warden
tiary and state game warden came along and brought him to
was in the city Wednesday vis- town. Ho is at the Santa Fe
iting his friend, Chas. Scheurich. hospital.
spread

so

y

-

Upon call of the Chairman, EL
the Democrat c
Central Committee met, at ihe
Court House, in the City of Clovis, County of Curry, State of
New Mexico, at 1 o'clock p. m.
Saturday 26th of March. 1916
Meeting called to order by
chairman E. H. Robinson, and
following committeemen
answered present,
Hon. Fred James precinct No 19
' Miles Johnson "
" S
" M. F. Craig
"
" X
" B. L. Hawk
"
7
" J. W. Legan M
" 11
" W. O. Witherspoon " f
" I
" Roy Elder
"
"
" James Stalker "
" 1
" Fred E. Dennis "
Motion made by Mr. Hawk
that the appointments made iy
the chairman of vacancies in the
committee, be ratified t the
committee, said vacanci. s hiving been tilled as follows: Frtd
James, precinct No 10; Fred E.
Dennis, precinct No 1 and
puintment of Mr. Elder io precinct No 4 by absence of Mr. F.
E. ' Dent, as shown by letter.
Second to motion as made by
Mr. Johnson. Motion duiy put
and carried.
Upon motion by James second
by Hawk, Fred E. Dennis was
made Secretary and Treasurer
of said committee, Motion duly
put and carried.
Question of how many deleselected, to repgates should
resent the various precincts at
the State Convention.
Motion by Mr. Elder, second
by Mr. James that there be allowed one delegate to each precinct for each ten votes or fraction cast at the election in 1914,
in such precinct, for II. B.
Motion duly put and
carried.
Tdo chairman then read the
votes of the various precincts; as
follows:
lJre. 1 15S votes allowed 1G del.

The Independent Candidates H. Robinson,

A Statement by Candidates.
Observing that an effort is

For Mayor
K. C. Childers

Ed Joiner, who conducted the
Suite Bar is not to be discouraged and "give up the ship"
simply because he was vo;ed
He lias the
out of business.
adapt himto
pluck
and
nerve
self to the changed conditions
and will open a novelty or racket store in the building formerly
He re
occupied by the saloon.
turned this week from1 market
where he purchased a big stock
of new coods and will soon be
Jackman's New Store.
ready lor business.
One of the new stores in 'CloWe believe that people will
vis is that of Jackman's which feel inclined to give him a boost
recently opened for business in his new enterprise by a lib
with a large and well selected eral patronage.
stock of dry goods, shoes, no
Superintendent of Schools
fons, etc.
The News is authorized to an
The new store which is locatmy candidacy ror me
nounce
ed in the Jackson building on
County Superintendent
'presents
of
office
a
Main
street
north
subject to the action
Schools,
of
inviting
attractive
and
most
appearance. Mr. Jac&man is of the Democratic primaries,
making some special prices on June 7, 1916.
J. M. Bickley.
new spring and summer goods.

V,

Independent Ticket stands for a "safe
and sane" business administration, city
improvement, extension of water and
light lines, sewerage, better fire protection and an economical administration.
Independent Ticket

country will have the opportunity of hearing one of the greatest orators of the Social revolution in the person of Eugene
Debs who is known noth NationDebs is
al and
touring the west to the Pacific
coabt. and Clovis-i- the only sop
for him in the Sunshine State,
and you will miss a treat if you
fail to hear him at the new Ait
Dome Theater Friday, April 14th
at 8:30 p. m.
Note what these great men
say of him.
"Go search the earth from end
to end
And where's a better
friend
Than Eugene Debs?- - a man that
stands
And iest holds out in his two
hands
A9 warm a heart as ever beat
Betwixt here and the Mercy

Democratic Primaries
fot County Offices Will Be Nominated. Meeting was
Harmonious. Many Precincts Represented.

in order to get back into office.

Every candidate on the Inde
pendent ticket has pledged him
self, if elected, to look after the
interests of the city as carefully
as his own. There is no need
in disputing the fact that with
the people paying taxes on a bond
issue of $125,000 for municipal
ownership of public utilities and
with the revenue from this vast
expenditure running so closelv
at the end of the month, that
it is sometimes on the "red"
side of the ledger, that there is
With that
something wrong.
investment, properly managed,
it should be laying up a good
surplus. Wnat would an indi
vidual say if he Jiad $125,000
invested in sucn an enterprise
and he tailed to receive divi
dents? There must be a leak- Gentlemen,
somewhere.
4K
where is it? Possibly some new
olood in the council can find it.
It not. conditions could be no
e
No there is no issue of
the "disgruntled wets" and
on one side and those
iio fought, bled and died for
piohiuitiou on the other, but an
that means that a change
in some of the aldermen, might
There
iv beneficial at this time.
is no doubt that a certain com-o- i
nation has been at work for
.he last year or two, to "run"
the city affairs to
and to make the people
ike it. A financial statement of
the condition of the city has
not been published for months,
,.',8.itly years. Is this private
dimness or ate the people entitled to know how much "their
oiant" is earning or losing?
The nominees on the Indepen- lent ticket favor publishing at
fast a quarterly report in both
papers of the financial condition
of the city. If we vote $35,000
more we will have $160,000 in
ves ed.
Are they not entitled
to know, or is this insignificant
little sum simply invested for
the manipulation of others?
We do not mean to criticise
ALL the members of the city
council, neither do we state that
ALL the nominees oh the citi
zens ticket would not be acceptable, but we do believe that a
change in some instances would
dh for the best intersests of all
A member
parties concerned.
of the state legislature is not
allowed by law to be financially
benefitted by his own legislation. The same rule should apply to a councilman.
r.--

them-selvf-

s,

Battle Cry of Peace
the Battle Cry
of Pea:e, to be shown at the
Lyceum April 3 and 4 is one of
the greatest film productions in
the world. A prominent Clovis
lawyer who recently saw it in
Santa Fe says that it cost him a
dollar admission and that he
thought the picture was well
worth the price. The Lyceum
will be able to show it for 50
cents.
The new film,

the

i
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Motion made by Mr. Craig

that

the committee select Saturday
May 6th, 1016, as date for the
precinct m .ss meeting for election delegates to County Convention and May 13th 1916, as
date for the Precinct delegates
meeting at Clovis, to select delegates for the State Convention.
Second to said motion by Mr.
James.
An ammendment to said motion of Mr. Craig mention was
made by Mr. James, and with
consent to include the hour of 1
o'clock p. m. as hour for holding Convention at Clovis, for
selection of state delegates.
Motion duly put and carried.
After general discussion by
candidates present as to settling
(Continued on last page)
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WOUNDED

GERMAN

IN

BERLIN

A

RED WIG TOO MUCH
FOR A FAIR BRIDE

THEATER

the

She Left Mallad After Wedding
Him and Finding Out, and

Wouldn't Return.

MOTTLED

Detroit. Alia Mallad was in complete disguise at the time of hla mar
riage to May Hassan.
His new little red wig didn't look
wig at all. It looked Just like
like
his own hair.
His bride hadn't discovered the
when friends In Highland Park,
near this city, gathered to welcome
the couple to their new borne. It was
then that Mallad drew his bride to
him for the first kiss and It was then
that she discovered the disguise.
Instead of a soul kiss or any other
kind of a kiss. Mallad discovered himself staring into the eyes of many surprised friends. His bride bad gone
home.
"I don't know what was the matter with that woman." Mallad said
to Judge Mundoll, while testifying for
a divorce. "She nnvor kissed me and
never lived with me."
"It does seem strange," said the
Judge smiling as be looked over the

VB"

GREET KING

'

AT SALONIKI

PETER

1

I

1

This phutonraph shows part of the great crowd gullfred along the water Trout at Salonlkl. Oreece, to weleome
King I'oter of Serbia on hla recent visit to the ramp of tho allies.

FIRsTTlN

SAFE

jr

on the market at this time of the
year, and, even though It may be of
very good flavor, U Is strongly discriminated against by the purchaser.
As this defect Is one of workmanship
It can be overcome by the application
of proper methods on the part of the
buttei maker.
Mottles are caused primarily by an
uneven distribution of salt In the butter. This may be produced by Insufficient working of the butter or by
churning, washing and working It at
a very low temperature, or by washing
or working It at a temperature several
degrees higher or lower than the
churning temperature.
,
When the quantity ot buffer made In
one churning is much less than usual,
it Is necessary to work It a greater
number of revolutions of the chum
than usual In order to produce the
same results on the butter.
Extremely
low temperatures of
churning, washing and working should
be avoided, because they produce so
firm a butter that it Is only with great
difficulty that the salt can be worked
uniformly Into It. High tempcratureti
of churning, washing and vrorklng
must be avoided to prevent an abnormal loss of fat In tho buttermilk and
also the making ot a greasy, leaky

SI
-

'1?T-

IN BARN A YEAR

Waa Given Food and Water, but
mane Officer Rescued
Him.

J

'

:

.

J'M?s&3

1 hese are new lirat line trenches of the allies In northern France that are so well protected
fjw.i n tiiem thnl the solrllerp are In little Immediate daiper except from plunging shells.

Ab-itriMb-

FOR

UKILL

K

by the ridge In

USED TO BATTER

VILLAGERS

VERDUN

butter.

Great variations In temperature dur
ing the manufacturing process should
always be avoided. Under normal conditions the temperature of the wash
water should be the same as, or with
in two degrees of, that of the buttei
milk.
When the churn room Is so cold that
the butter becomes chilled before
working is completed, mottled butter
Is froquontly the result. To prevent
this It is preferable to Increase the
amount of working rathorthnn to raise
Surprised
Many
Staring Into Eyes of
the temperature of the wash watur.
Friends.
Mottled butter, then, may bo pro
will
expansive bead of Mallad, with Just vented by using methods that
a uniform distribution of salt.
"She
a tuft of hair near the neck.
must have been an unappreciatlve
SUPPORT FOR A MILK BOTTLE
womun."
Mallad snid that the wedding was
quite expensive, as he gave his bride Recently Invented Device Holds Ves
This
MOO to purchase her trousseau.
sel In Such Position That It May
matter and all others she refused to
Be Thoroughly Drained.
discuss after the wedding, according
to Mallad.
Describing and Illustrating a bottle
It was nearly two years ago that drainer. Invented by C. H. Taylor of
their wedding took place, and dally Newburgh, N. Y., BcientMo American
since then until recently Mallad has says:
visited lus bride In tho hope of winThis Invention provides a cheap,
ning her love again.
strong and reliable device adapted 'o
"Sho lets me see her Just twenty support a milk bottle or the like In
minutes each day," he said. "Hut that such position that It may thoroughly
was no good for a fellow in love."
A decree was granted.

HORSE TIED

Whiffle A :r J(tegft.v

WINTER

(From Weekly News Latter United Statf
Department of Agriculture.)
Mottled butter Is frequently found

progress. The
Interior ol a Merlin Cheater now being used at. a hospital fur Herman wounuvd. A concert la in
ailing and wounded The
Jernian people, ami especially tho Herlinera. are doing all In their power to entertain the
or auiuaing
mom fumed of their musicians, dinners and actors may bo found dally In hospitals playing, singing
their brother who have been woiindud In the war.

THRONGS

IN

Hu-

St. Joseph, Mo. A borse belonging
to Ellas Chute had not been outside
of the barn for more than a year until
a few iluvs a bo. Through most of one
winter, spring, summer, fall and part
ot another winter the old animal naa
stood tied in his stall. His hoofs bad
grown over his shoes, and bis appear
Milk Bottle Drainer.
ance showed that be had boon neg
open or
lected in everything but food and drain with the mouth portion
free, and whereby the bottle may be
water.
by
Humane Officer ZlemendorfT learned filled in position to be collectedespe
While
desired.
If
milkman
the
and
barn
case,
went
to the little
of the
gave the horse bis first breath ot out dally designed for use In connection
not so
uoor air In many months. Zlemon with milk bottles, the device Is
limited in use.
dorff had the animal's hoofs trimmed
and exacted a promise from Chute
that the horce would be exercised ev
nrv dav In the future.
DAIRY NOTES
The owner said he had no use for
the horse, and, not wishing to sell
htm, bad left blm standing In tne
Consider records more than appear
barn.
ance In buying a cow.
n

CONVICT

t

.
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. 5

i Mi

BETRAYED

BY HENS

The sun dlsnels foul odors and
makes the air sweet and wholesome.

He Escaped From Prison, But Was
good
Caught When the thickens
There is more money In
Cackled.
milker than in any other man on the
form.
Jollet. 111. Noisy cackling of chick
ens led to the capture ot Kdwnrd RoeBe sure that the calves got all the
prisoner who escaped lunshine that is coming to them tnis
bock, a
shortly after midnight a short time winter.
non frnm the Joliut Deniteiitlary. Roe- Thorough milking tends to dovolop a
heck who waa one of the "honor
sound" of the nor Itentlary, took ad cow's udder and Increase her milk ca
vantuge sf the liberty he enjoyed paclty.
around the prison, and at a favoranie
opportunity hurried from the grounds.
Train the youngstors to lend. No
Ho was Joined by three friends. Wil- heifer should reach her first birthday
unbroken to the halter.
liam and Robert Fleming and Woodruff Roal. They went to the farm of
Hugh Thompson, four miles from
The brush and comb are Just as
and took a borse and wagon, but necessary to dairy success In winter
as the milk pall and scales.
'hero aroBo such a noise In the
that Farmer Thompson hurried
Where more than two cows are
out In the yard to" see what was the
matter. Tho convict who bad run milked, tho calves should not be al
away was captured.
lowed to suck after the first day.
life-ter-
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r thH war trout tHuchins bur vuunsur sinter
Is given that poison gas Is being

the gas mask when the sirual

ThlK Is one of the great Austrian
Skodn guns, of which the tieruians
brought up a large number ;ur the
purpose of Hinauhlng the Verdun forts
The firing of these guns necessitates
much previous preparation, as they
must be securely anchored in cot
crete beds Though massive In
they ar easily dismembered.

hen-ner-

Fed Family Turkey to His Dog.
Mkldletown. N. J Andrew Tlce
ipeiit fifteen days In Jail because he
.ook the family turkey and fed It to
,iis doc. thus depriving bis wife and
three children of a dinner. Tlce nlead
ed guilty to a coarse-- ot disorderly

conduct

Everyone Should
Drink Hot Water
in the Morning

1L

Defect la One of Workmanship and
Can Be Overcome by Application
of Proper Methods.

e

trite

BUTTER

IT

Wash away all the stomach,
er, and bowel poisons before breakfast

liv-

t

runt vmir best day In and day
out, to feel clean Inside; no sour blls
to coat your tongue and sicken your
breath or dull your bead; no consnp
tinn htllous attacks, sick headache,
colds, rheumatism or gassy, acid stom
ach, you must bathe on the Inside line
This IS vastly
vou bathe outside.
more Important, because the skin
pores do not absorb impurjties into
the blood, while the bowel pores do,
physician.
says a
To kooo these poisons and toxins
well flushed from the stomach, liver,
kidneys and bowels, drink before
breakfast each day, a glass of hot wa
ter with a teaspoonful of limestons
phosphate In It. This will cleans,
mirifv and freshen the entire alimen
tary tract, before putting more food
Into the stomach.
Oet a Quarter pound of limestons
phosphate from your druggist or at
the store. It is inexpensive ana alexcept a sourish
most tasteless,
tinge which is not unpleasant Drink
phosphatnd hot water every morning
to rid your system of these vile poisons and toxins; also to prevent their
formation.
To feel like young folks feel; like
you felt before your blood, nerves and
muscles became saturated with an ac
cumulation ot body poisons, begin this
treatment and above all, keep it upt
Aa soan and hot water act on the skin.
cleansing, sweetening and purifying.
so limestone phosphate and bot water
before breakfast, act on the stomach,
liver, kidneys and bowels. Adv.

CHANGE

IN

SOCIAL

HABITS

Telephone Has Been Credited With
Dispensing With Many of tne
Former Informalities.
It Is really curious to note the
chango in our social hublts that has
the lirooklyn Ragle states. Informal
Informal
tho Itroklyn F.uglu stutes.
evening visits or afternoon calls have
almost disappeared. To "drop In" un- imounced in the friendly, old fash
ioned way Is nc longer good form. We
dine out" or va imtertain, we are
asked to ten or to bridgn at a definite
hour on a dellnite duy. when we wish
to see our friends we send our cards
announcing
the limited
carotully
i puce of hours within which they will
be welcomo, and woe to thut uninitl-atoout-n- f
towner who breaks Into our
leaves unheralded by pen or
telephouo!
Wo are ull so frightfully busy! "You
can nevor get your really nice friends
unloss you dute them up throe weeks
In advance," is the wail of many a
would-bhostess. "What evening next
wook can you dlno with us?" the
query goes over the telephone, "Just
moment, dear; let mo consult my
date book Monday we have the social
service lecture. Tuesday tho symphony
concert, Wednesday Is (ioorgo's bowl
ing night. Thursday we have the
church committee at our house, Friday we are asked to the Millers'. Sat
urday well, you know we always go
to the theater on Saturdays, and Sundays I can't get tieorge to stir out
ot the house. He Insists on going to
bed early. I'm awfully sorry, dear;
try us again, won't you?"
d

date-boo-

Wise Youngster.
brother
Letltla and her six year-olwere ready to eat some lunch which
Letlhnd been placed on tho table.
tla said, "Who will ask tho blessing?"

Loy looked nt her seriously and
then said his little prayer, "Now I lay
me down to sleep, I pray thee, Lord,
my soul to keep," etc.
After he had finished Ititla said
to him: "You are not going to bod,
are you?"
"hut It Is bettor
"No," said
than saying nothing."

ly,

STOPPED SHORT
Taking Tonics, snd Built up on
Right Food.
The mlstako Is frequently made ol
nervous
trying to build up a worn-ou- t
system on
tonics.
New matorial from which to rebuild
usod up tissue cells is what shoqld be
supplied, and this can be obtained
only from proper tood.
"I found myself on the verge of a
nervous collapse, duo to overwork and
study, and to illness In the family,"
writes a Wisconsin woman.
"My friends buenmu alarmed because I grew pale and thin and could
I took various
not sleep nights.
tonics, but their, effects wore ott
shortly aftor I stopped taking them.
My food did not Boem to nourish me.
"Reading of Grape-Nuts- ,
I determined
to stop the- tonics and soe what a
change of diet would do. I ate Grape-Nut- s
four times a day with cream,
and drank milk also, went to bed
early after eating a dUh of Orapo-Nut-

s.

"In about two weeks I was sleeping
soundly.
In a short time gained
weight
woman.
Few schemoa of farming can sue Grape-Nut- and felt like a different
and fresh air were the
eliminated,
and
the
cow
ceed with the
only agents used to accomplish ths
l etter the cow the larger the profits. happy results."
"There's a Reason."
Name given by Posttim Co, Battle
If you curry the old cow with the Creek, Mich.
milking stool, don't get mad If she
rra4 1t
lattvrt A aw
Errrpprnra
massages you In the ribs with tier
(ram time
Ham, Tbr
trae, aM fall ( kiaes
i
bind leg.
s

UIMtll.
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Scientist

Smithsonian

I could Sy!n

Finds

Bees

Can

Smell

Experiments with 5.5011 honey bees recently completed
Mclndoo of the Smithsonian Institution have led htm to the
conclusion that bees can smell and taste The two souses are combined so
closely that the scientist says they
cannot be sepurated
In testing the senses of these InT MAY BE
sects the following substances were
All RIChT
,
the luOHt Important onus used:
BUT
carbolic
kerosene,
sulphur,
lime
DOUBT IT
acid, formic acid, oil of peppermint,
quinine and strychnine and various
other salts mixed with cane sugar and
boney.
The experiments show that bees
like honey best of all foods, and that
they are able to distinguish the
fences between various kinds ot honey,
Mclndoo also discovered tliut
bees don't like oil of peppermint
Doctor Mclndoo's tests during four years convince him that the sense of
smell of the bee la much keener than that of man, and that it serves hi in as
a sense of smell and taste combined.
Tbe department or agriculture also has been Interesting Itself In bees
und is pointing out to beekeepers their needs, especially during the long
tlowerless winters.
WASHINGTON
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Tha AUbaatlna way
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Alabajllna U
Made and Uaedfor 38 Years
Alabaatino ha been used
AUbaetino la a clean, dry,
by hundredeofthouaandaof
anttary, ft- a teat tired powand decorator
deraround to Impalpablo
Ealntcra
and houea-ownenneneaa thccoloraand ttnta
year
for thirty-fiv- e
added and then It la put
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Vine-gnr-

Colds Make Backs Ache
aching hacks, more kidney troubles come in March, than In
other month. Slushy sidewalks, dumpness, raw winds and
sudden changes causo chills nnd colds. And chills or colds tend to
hurt the kldncyr. It Is good senso to use a Kidney temcdy when recovering from a cold and ut any time when suffering from a lame back,
sharp pains when stooping or lifting, dizzy spella, Irregular or annoying kidney action, and a
nervous state.
Don't doloy and take a chnnco of getting dropsy, gravel, nrlrht'a
disease or some other serious kidney disease. Vae Donn's Kidney
special kidney remedy. All over the
Pills, tho
world gratoful people frankly pralso Doau's.

MORE

differ-Docto- r

Plant

Explorer

Brings

Specimens

From

Here's What Colorado People Say :

Asia

explorations In the remote provinces of China, up
wanderings
FROM Tibet, acrossand
the stretches of the Gob) desert. Into Russian Turkestan, across the Altai mountains, and through the virgin forests of the upper
THE AUSASTINf. COMPAMT
Valu and Tumen rivers. Prank N.
l&l bnMTtlM Hm4
X
A ITl
Meyer, plant explorer for the departnr
Cf aW katlei, lUa.
fwa al fur
Will yon lwfe for ib tti
ment of agriculture, has returned to
mens nd rail clrriti oa ih
Washington, bearing with him, in the
Aikallneyoi btivt
i ibtin ia
M ht meet
4
I
form of hundreds of specimens caretrmygiMt&JttirditHiM'ia
Cure
err
puin4
n
fully assorted, labeled and classified,
new and atrange plants, seeds, leaves,
roots and cuttings that may. after
thorough Investigation and exhaustive
tests, prove of Incalculable value to
No Terrors for Him.
Heme Talent.
Recruiting Olllcer You realize the the farmers, fruit growers and gar
A man From "upstate" bad (one to
theater In New York. In an Inter-Ta- l dangers before you? You are not doners of the United States.
Startling as have been the adven
between the ant be turned to afraid of having borses shot under
tures of other explorers of the earth's uncharted and unmapped regions, uone
the metropolitan who had the tout yout
Society Recruit Me? I had two of these have been of more Interest than have befallen Mr. Meyer In bis
next to bim.
about the unknown regions that He above and back of China. Indeed,
"Where do all them troopers come motor boats explode under me, three
nutos start over me and an aeroplane bis fouitb and latest trip was cut short and he was forced to abandon his
from?" be Inquired.
"1 don't think I understand," said fall with me during the past social prearranged program because bis bearers were strongly disinclined to enter
the wilds of a hitherto unpenetrated portion of Tibet In the race of declaraseason alone. Puck.
the city dweller.
tions by Tlbetana that should they proceed they would most certainly be
"I moan 'Jem ac'.nrs up yonder on
boiled alive In oil.
the Mage," explained the man from
In search of plants of immediate economic Importance to agriculture Mr.
afar. "Waa they brought on specially
Meyer has traversed the fertile plains and the Immense stretches of the
(or thla show or do they live here?"
steppes of eastern Siberia and has penetrated the Jungles and tho deserts where
Now Is lb Time to net Bid of Theee
"I believe most of them live here
I III bpole.
grow the rudimentary and as yet unused wild plants that may by cultivation
lu town." aald the New Yor'ter.
There's no longer in sllshtrit nerd of
be adapted to the use of man. Among bis discoveries is toe wild peach of
th
"Woll, they do iurty blamed well feeling eihemcd of your frecki'-aothlne double
etreneth le China, believed by present-dascientists and botanists to be the parent
for home talent," said the stranger.
guaranteed to remove theee homely apola
Simply get an ounce of othlne rimible stock. A wild pear Is another discovery of this quiet Hollander on Uncle
Philadelphia Chronlclo Tolvgraph.
trvngih from your drugaiat, and apply a
little of It night and morning and ynu Sam's pay roll. Thla wild pear, sturdy, hardy and strongly resistant to displioutd Boon Bee that even the wuret frerttlee
eases such as prove almost Insuperable obstacles In the way of fruit growers,
Hot Gray Hairs bat Ttred Kyes
begun to dleappeer, vbjle the lighter
have
makt us Iook oldxr than w ftr.
onre have vanlahed entirely.
It le aeUlom is to be used In te&ts and Investigations as grafting atock, In the hope that In
Jour En oun( Bnl you will look young. that mure than one ounce le needed to comAfter tha Movlu Murine Tour Eyc. Uun't pletely clear the akin and gain a beautiful It may be found the solution of tbe problem ot eradicating pear blight and
t'll your Mirv. Murine Rye Remedy Co.. cl' qr complexion.
other treu diseases that for years have wrought havoc In American orchards.
CiUcairo, Benila Kye Book on requeet.
lie sure to eek for the double strength
otlllne, ae this le eold tinder guarnntee of A hitherto unknown variety of chestnut, strongly resistant to the deadly
money baik If It falla to remove frecklee.
chestnut blight that has killed thousands of trees In eastern United States,
And After That I
Adv.
was another of Mr. Meyer's discoveries
Visitor ilow dellghtod you must
Varieties of wild grapes and wild plums that may prove Invaluable to
Adamless Eden.
bave been when you hoard your soq
American horticulturists are also among the discoveries of thia scout ot
Lady of the House to Wine Agent
had won the V. C.
science, who has brought back with him cuttings and roots and seeds to be
Scotch Wife Oh, ay! I was pleased I'm sorry, but you've hud your trouble tested at tbe various experiment statlona of tbe department of agriculture.
My
nothing
is
husband
time.
for
this
enough, but I wasna' surprised.
He
stood up to me once! London Punch. at the front, and I don't drink wluo.
Wine Agent nut, my dear madam, Bomb
Labors
don't forget that In these war times
Important to Mother
ready
you
In
always
the
have
Examine carefully every bottle Ok
must
building one afternoon recently was bumming with the
CAST0111A, a safe and sure remedy foi house at least a light wine suitable for THE senate office
But Just aa Senator Hlank
workings of legislative machinery.
Infanta and children, and aee that it celebrating victories.
turned to Senator Dash and Inquired "How many cards" a page entered In
hot baste to whisper In tbe senatorial
Signature
of
MAGAZINE DONATES $10,000 ear.
In Use for Over SO Years.
The se.iator gasped and. arising
Children Cry for Fletcher's CaslorLi Our Baadara May Profit by Genaroalty of hastily and wrapping his senatorial
Wtatara Maraclaa Firm.
dignity about bim. took the shortest
U known Itonver publlablng boaaa tiaa at
A
Prudent Politeness.
route to tbe door. He wss followed
prt.pria'rd 9i0.tMJ.0u to b rjevrd aniolT In a
"Do you think
offer U to liberal ar4
man ought to speak eirculmUuaoacuoaln.
I bctrUlavieTerjbod
tbeniaitfailnaaolnu-rejaUtifl
laaagai by others, as the rumor spread that a
generously of a political foe?"
o aen4 In Utelr Bamaa,
German spy had been found In tha
Tha mapraiiBa rffarrael to la II ara old and oar
"Sometimes," replied Senator Sor- anon
garret and was about to drop a bom
ita pu
atortra of adTsniura, natner'U
ghum. "It may convey the Impres- angraTUikta blub
Hfa,
oiw.My
ao4 aktu ba of
down the eUvator shaft.
eaprra, dfarripilona of lamonawaini
ranubea, Irrigation
you
sion that
aren't afraid of him."
land m wa, rlrta oM uilnaa. ete, ana ull
Rut It was all wrong, Von Revcnt-low- .
Ertijerta, w hera iu et bom kuade. It la Um old'ti,
He wasn t a
It was all wrong.
and BonL ma axma In too wtmL nad-rK la worth
bin in Uila aurprlelng Hnsulaiinn
aar
German, anyway; he was an Italian
Cams Class.
tampalttn the Dnbllabrra ara apriidlna- tbflr ainy
thn-watr ana oar rvadtrafallniaf aubarriba
any bomb, and he was caught by
"They tell me the clerk standing Ilka
w hole rviiraforonlrtte,!
jean urtoa. It U the named Volpe Tommagua. and be didnt bave
buneit offer avar uade, Brml In cafth,
yonder with a volume In his band la blitirti
a policeman and taken where be belonged to St. Elizabetb's, which la the
order, 1II alt ynui
DiHiiAaa auiuipa or moiii
Washington name for Matteawan.
capital salesman."
N. B. Senator Dash ultimately took three cards, but he didn't better.
"Yes, be and the book he Is holding
are two of our best sellers."
Well, Why?
Negro
Auto, the Copper and
Story of
Representative Bowdlo of Ohio,
BABY'S ITCHING SKIN
whose vigorous anllsuffrage speech
the Icy downpour of sleet that engulfed Washington on a recent
Quickly Soothed and Healed by las the feature of a suffrage debate, DnRtNO
of Ma lor Pullman's dnesl stood beneath the awning at the
lu
Washsat at a recent dinner pnrty
cape and watched the
Cutioura. Trial Free,
to Keith's theater incased In his water-prooentrance
ington beside a aufTruglst.
i
pedestrlana floundering about In tbe
The suffragist, desirous of showing
slush.
Bathe with hot wator and Cutlcura
Two handsomely dressed women
Boo p. If there Is any Irritation anoint woman's serfdom of servitudo, said:
woman,
why
Dowdle,
does
a
"Mr.
left the theater and crossed the street
gently with Qutctna Ointment on end
man,
take his
to an automobile. Getting Inside tbe
6f riiTfco'r Refreshing slumber for rest- when she marries a
,
machine, they wrapped themselves
less, freffui babies usually follows the name?".
fiuX Ktr. iiowditt. desirous to show
snugly In and gave twj or three yanks
i
emollients.
Vse'of these
woman's sheltered and easy economic
and pulls at the steering apparatus,
They are a boon tojlrod mothers.
but the car didn't budge This process
Free sarh'ple each by mall with Book. position, smiled and answered:
"Why does she take everything else
was rcpeuted several times, when the
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept I
ho's got?" Philadelphia Bulletin.
gunrdlan of the law. observing their
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
predicament, hastened from his sta
At the Boarding House.
.Foregone Conclusion.
tion under the awning and volunteered
"Is this beef too rare for you, Mr. ssslstonce
Teacher If a farmer told 1.479
The cop gavo the. Iron starting handle a twirl or two. but there
bushols of wheat for $1.17 a bushel, Slinpklns?"
was no visible sign of life In the car He tried it again, and then again and
"Well, since you ask me, Mrs. Skin
what would he got?
again. Gradually B crowd of sympathetic eyewitnesses gathered and olTeied
Boy An automobile.
nor, I would like It a little oftener."
advice. The "cop" gave hla cap to a newsboy to hold and then he tried It
again. For some strange renson the car refused to move. Evidently the
carburetor was sick or tome other ailment peculiar to automobiles bad
A
seized the machine
recent discovery o'
"Anurlc" Is
"Let me get a trial at dls car. boss.' said ft dusky son of toll, shoving his
Spring U the time of the year whon
way through tbe little circle. No one objected irrrd. taking u firm rlp on the
Is bead of the In
who
I'lerce,
Doctor
In
'ahould
we
order.
put our bouse
A pause ror breath and
handle the darkey ran It arpund a couple or times
vallda' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. Expcri
"We're, run down after a hard wlutor
Tho response was InstsManeous. and aa tbe motor comIt again
tried
be
Hospital
srv
Dr.
for
Pierce's
after grip, colds, catarrh. It's time monts at
menced n "ork everybody laughed.
to take Dr. Plerce'a Golden Medical era! years proved that "Anurlc" Is i
Discovery,, purely vegetable and free wonderful eliminator of uric acid. To.
bostlle to all originality, crushlngiy
Tyrannical Conventionality.
It will those easily recognized symptoms o
from alcohol or narcotics.
There la little douhl that one ot the respect a hie. that dictates our homes
our occupations, our smusements. mil
eearch out Impure and poisonous mat- Inflammation as backache, scald lni
most oppressive, injurious, deipxl.iule
emotions, our religion, is I he must
ter and drive It from the system. Buy urine and frequent urination, as we!
forces In tbe world Is the torce ol con
tyrannical thing In the
"Discovery" now In tableta or liquid. aa aedtment In the urine, or If url.
wtneb ruthless and
ventionallty,
that lustlm-- l
world. Arthur Christopher Benson.
caused
rheuma
an
ac
has
blood
and
judge
men
acid
the
character
in
accumakes
It will dissolve tha poisonous
lion, not by its beauty or Ita ttier
mulations and replace the bad blood tism, It Is simply wonderful bow surcl.
Wonder If He's Crazyf
gout
In gravel and
and
acts;
its, but by comparing It wltb the
"Anurlc"
full
blood
pure
rich,
out,
with
ft drives
Now a scientist announces that kiss
he normal man
rap
standard of how
stiffness
Invariably
pains
and
the
of vital force.
Hut thai
This vast ami in Ing Is a aign of Insanity.
would regard II.
Idly disappear.
It will clear the siln; eciema, pimtolerable medium nt dullness, which would appear In be a gross exaagnra
Go to your nearest drug store ant
ples, rash, blotchsa wtU dry up and
penetrates our live like a thick, dark tion. At the worst It ran scarcely o
anything more than a
package o
mist, allowing ua onlv lu aee the ob- ronaldrred
disappear; bolls, carbuncles and other simply ask for a
emotional Intoxication.
of
toi
Dr.
symptom'
or
send
Tierce
luo
range
or
an
"Anurlc,"
pass
vision.
immediate
ject
will
lu
blood
tainted
of
evidence
trial pkg.
tway. never to appear again.
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West,
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Center

fit., Pueb-

"Kxpuaure to ull
kinds of weather wua lowly responsible for the PiiIiib In my back.
Colds settled on my kidneys and
up. my bm-moriilfma when I
wus very pulnful. Nights when I
mine home from work, I had a
tired, dull ache tlrnitli inv kidneys. iJoun's Kidney I'lils tiled mi
up in good ahnpo. removins all
signs of the troul.lo."
lo, Colo., auys:

fcr'

ut

onyIbo
iNeeded

1

Mrs. I. T. Horns, at EL Beventh
St., I'uehlo, Colo., says: "Almrntt
nil my Ma I hud rheiimntle pnlns.
Hoinetliiivs I wus so lume and stllf
il wus Imi'd tn gut around. The
cold sell led on my ktdneyM
mid niude l ho sulTeriiitr worse.
my kidneys' acted Nio
Hornet I mfn-cland Own awiln not often
enough Hiid 1 was ulso Mubject to
dlazy spells. Dunn's Kidney Fills
relief frem those
Iibvii Kixen m
n. Hh und hove spared mat a lot of
Hulferlng."

KIDNEY

DOAN'S
At All Stores, 50c a Box.

PILLS

Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Fotter-Milbur- n

s

FRECKLES

--

Kp

Interrupted the Senatorial

Scare

$U

whirl-win-

the

ra ..3it.

the

COLT DISTEMPER

(if)

Tou can prevent this lonthsome dlsmse from running
through your Motile nnd cure nit the colts sufferinir with
No mutter how yountr,
Il when you heajln lh treatment.
M'OIIN'M is siifv to tine oil nny roll. It Is wonderful how
It prevents oil dlMtempern, no mutter how colts or horses
Bt any sire are "exposed." All (rood flntfrerlHts and turf
liooda hoimeM and niunufncturern sell STOII VH t 0 cents
nnd fl a lioitle: :. und $10 n doaen. M'OII MKIUCAI.
CO
Cbroilala and llnclerliilotftaila, doahco, lad.v II, S). A,

A Light Dream.
Prof. TJlrlc Duhlgren of Princeton
university predicts that tho time will
come when the luclferoua suhstauco
of chemical composition carried by
fireflies, certain fish and other animals, will be used for Illuminating
bouses, etc. lie believes that thla
will come about when the nature and
proportions of the cbenilcul constituents of these substances are discovered, and says they will give a light
having an efficiency of i)9 per cent instead of tho IS per cent produced by
lights now In use.

A GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

The Army of
Constipation
Is Crowing Smaller Every Day.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Itheyresponsible
not only give rel lief
they perma
nently cure Casv.

-

f

IPariTrricT

juitniLiw

tipatiaa. Mil
lions use.

JHEi

them for
BilioauKH.

ladiftitioa, Sick HtaJacbs, SaTlew Still.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

Mr. F. C. Case of Welcome Lake,
Pa., writes: "I suffered with BackMy head
ache and Kidney Trouble.
ached, my sleep waa broken and un- refreshing.
I felt
heavy and sleepy
after meals, was
always
nervous
and tired, had a
bitter taste In my
mouth, was dizzy,

must bear

Signature

"8afety First."

Elbrldge waa over at bis grandmother's for luncheon. Thoy, knowing
how fond he wus of cornstarch pudding, hud tho maid, Louise, make
some In Individual cupa. At luncheon Elbrldge refused repoatodly to
have any. They coaxed and coaxed,
w
had floating but be wouldn't touch H. All the
ii
rest enjoyed It. After luncheon hla
v j CO) tv east s w at aunt asked bim why be woaldu't eat
Mr. F. C. Case.
a any of tho pudding.
thirsty,
bad
dragging sensation across my loins,
"Well," he said, "when Louise was
difficulty Iu collecting my thoughts making It I saw the dog lick one ot
with
and
was
troubled
short them, and I didn't know wbkih one it
ness of breath.
Dodda Kidney Pills was."
have cured me of these complaints.
You are at liberty to publish this letmv. Al.LKN'8
ter for the benefit of any sufferer who The antmeptlo powder to be shaken Into
used In
shoes
It relieves
doubts the merit of Dodds Kidney pulnful,andswollen,
smarting, aching, tired
Pills."
feet and Instantly tnl'es the atlrwc out or
nnd hunlon. The ajreateKt comfort
Oodds Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at corns
discovery of tha sit. Bold everywhere. 28o.
your dealer or Oodds Medicine Co., Trial piickuge KUKI. Address Allan 8
Olmsted, Lai Itoy, N. T. Adv.
Buffalo, N. T. Dodda Dyspepsia Tab
lets for Indigestion have been proved.
Just 8o.
(Oc. per box. Adv.
"I am on the scent ot success."
"What are you dolngt"
Some people are like cider Bweet
"Raising onions."
enough until It Is time to work.
FOOT-KAB-

foot-bat- h.

.

super-cfeSh-

Clean the Blood

NEW DISCOVERY

H Isn't always
who supports the

Makers of alurm clocks are among
the strongest man
those who do a rouehig business. "
largest family.

1 U.IE .T

5

rmsk

Thrnn llnnrlrerl Llilfinn
Bushel Crop in 1315
farmers pay for their land with eae year's crop
ad prosperity was sever se great.

Regarding Western Canada as a grain
producer, a prominent business man
says: "Canada's position today 19
cnnnfW than Avpr. There is mora
wheat, more oats, more grain for feed, 20 more cattle than
last year and more hogs. The war market in Europe needs
our surplus. As for the wheat crop, it Is marvelous and a monument of strength
for biumest confidence to build upon, exceeding the moatoptimietic predictions.

Wheataversged 'In 1915 over 25 bushels per aero
Oats averaged !n 1915 ever 45 bushels per aero
Barley averagedial915over40bushelsper aero
o
Prices are high, marketa convenient, excellent land, low In price either
ed or otherwise, ranging from S 12 to $30 per acre. Free homestead
lands ate plentiful and not far from railway lines and convenient to good
achooi. and churches. The climate is healthful
,
lead,
le tfcere, ear eeseerlaHee). For completejnfor-,war
fas
Tkere Is bralitaisUated
- locationa fm srttl. mrnl. reduced railioad rates and dcactuHn
aa to
psniphlfli address Superintendent Immigration, Ottawa, at
lm-pr-

-

sr

W. V. DENNtTT, Reeas

4, Bee

Blda--

Canadian Gorenunent Airent

, Omaha, Nebtv
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Clovis

News

Notice of Suit

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
R. Roosevelt County

Mrs. Mary E. Tovvnsend,
Holt, Marshall Owen and
Candidates.
For Senator
in
the
defendants
Price,
Bruce
News Pr'ntinjr Company
We are authorized to announce suit hereinafter mentioned, are
SuDerintendent of Schools
Publishers.
the name of L. C. Mersfelder as hereby notified:
v
I hereby announce ns a can- That a suit has been commenc- dida'te for Superintendent
ii h'HKrAKl). Political Editor. a candidate for the State Senate,
ofj
from Curry county, subject to ed in the District Court of Curry
County,:
of
Roosevelt
at
oifice
Schools
post
il
htt r. at the
the action of the Democratic County. New Mexico, wherein
subject to the action of the!
Ciovis, N. M. as eeoml cla3S partv.
is the plaintiff and
II.
Babler
J.
Democratic primaries.
:attcr under the act of March
Elias Hizh. Mary High, Kid
Miss Sallie G. Bkvant.
8. 1879.
.
Speakman, Mrs. Mary E.
For Treasurer
Sheriff.
R. M. Holt, Marshal Owen,
TERMS OK SlIliSCRIHTlON
We are aurthorized to annouce
authorized to anare
You
the name of R. E. Brown as a Bruce Price, T. W. Bush, The
One Year
my candidacy for the
50c candidate for the office of Treas First National Bank of Clovis, nounce
Elx Months
office of Sheriff of Roosevelt
urer of Curry county, subject to New Mexico, a Corporation, and
County subject to the action of
the wishes of the Democratic S. C, Sears, are defendents, said
Democratic in Politic
cause being numbered 913 on the Democratic primaries.
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The
First National Bank
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Towa-send-

$1-0-

cross-complain-

Depository for U. S. Postal Sayings
State of New Mexico and
County of Curry.

i

The Leading Financial Institution
in the Upbuilding of Clovis
and Curry County.

OFFICERS
A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
L. B. GREGG, A. Cashier.

S. J. BOYKIN. President
C. A. SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

t.

nt

-

24-Ap-

Man-nin-

.

Clovis Barber Shop

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.

regu-regul-

Plumbing
Work,..

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST
Ofiice Opposite P. O.
Phone!89.
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS.

For good, sanitary plumbing that will stand the test,
phon 407 ,

Stanley J. Clark

Lot us figure on your work

Will practice fn all the courts.

Cl.ovis,

-

N. Mkx.

-

Craig ond wife and
Hunter, of Texico,
were in the city for a short
time Tuesday.
M. M.

Mrs.

D. D. Swea r i n g i n
of the lirtn

fir., Pra.hy

r.f

A

of UO.W..II

Si'b'ii

S.

lth,

will be in Clovis on ICth,
17tli of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, N.se
and Throat and Fitting (il apses

FOR TOMBSTONES
See Mile? & Harmon
We give high grade goods and
reasonable prices.
MILES & HARMON
Clovis. N. M.
Box 7G3.

Dr. J. B. Westerfield

N.in
.! Inrrfl
.'.it of the Interior. V. S. limit office at
N
M..
Mnrrh. 11 h. 11116
Fort Sumner.
Notice H
that Mhert W.
Riven
Kii.k-ci-.
of Ti'Xu' , Ni-Mevirn,
who on
Au.'iiHt, Hit) lliil.
mmie Hiniu!lt.iifl F.ntry
Kit. I.Wi fur SW .!W.9, and on JuneSlh.
IIH2. nmil.' ril'litiinul lloim.ntvnil Kntry No.
nllrjiKt f.,r SR
4 N, H 37 E.
mv. . town-thiN. M. I'. M h.ui filed notice i.f liil. nll.inlo make
Ii tic tiir..;-venproof to
claim to the
Ij.ii.I hIkiw tli'm'rilM'iJ lefoi-tWilluun J. Curron,
17. S. roi,uni.Hiiiner,
nt hiri tillii-- In (Jlovlii, N. M.,
on thefith d:iy .' May. I'.ili;.
t'liilnuint nntneH ha wltneMoa:
Ji..lh A. Sm'th, Nntlian I,. Thnrp, .frank (..
Avtry hii'I Tip
all of
N. M.
Hi .pnrltii

M

IV-

- A

21

A.

J. llvnnfl.

Notice For Publication.

Office in

Nun coal lam!,

29

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER
New Mexico

Clovis,

C.

Notice for Publication.

Physician and Surgeon
Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postoflice
Office Phone 231 Residence

J. H1VELY

V.

LAWYER

DR. H. Ii. GIBSON

Osteopath

litpaitmcnt of tlio Interior, V. H. Land OIliC
nt Fort Sumne-t- . N. M.. Mnrch, 11th, 1018.
frivi-Notlcit i hen-lithat Frank O. Avi-tif Tt'iifu. N. M . Hunt. No. 2. who. on HepU
niailo MnmrHtpail I'.nlry. No. 01"3M.
Su'lion IS. ami SK
Koctlon .
TnwnRhiii 4 N. Ituiiiin 117 K. N. M. P. Iia
nutlro of int'iuion to mik Final throoc-yi-a- r
I'nxif, to I'nl iMiKli
l
the Imul iiInivh tie
rrilH.I, iM'foro W. 1. urrcn. If.
t!.nntl.ialon- i r In hlf tlltice ni CIuvih. N. M.. on the 2''lh day
(Mill.
April,
if
t'lnintmit ruinieH ni vilnnu,t:
Tip lawn.
M.Urny.-r- ,
II.
William
WIIIIf
KikIit.th anil tlioitnll, lluhn. all of Texico

71

It.

r.'IZ,

!!

lor SW

N. M.

M

A. J.

Fvnn-i-

nlt

21.

ItririMer.

Tro;ts all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

Notice for Publication.
UlM'Jll

merit of Ihn Interior, V. S. I. ami Olllro
l T jcuma iri. N. M.. M:iri-I'll W. liiltl.
Notli c i h.Tii'y irlvrn Unit
J. Ilillla, of
Ili.Uenx, N. M who. "n Mun h lllh, l!H2mano
F.nloritol Ho neiiU'iul Kntry, No. OiMJlfur N.
Section 10. T.wniihip ii N., Itinite 3D E.. N. M. P.
Morlilian, haa lilril nntlra of intention to make
Flnnl Ihrao Year Proof, to eMnlilinh claim to lh
land above ilearrihwl, lieforn W. J, Curren, V.
In hia olTlra at Clovia. N. U on
the 19' h day of April, 18111.
Claimant nainoa at witnmam:
AlnnioA. VVatwit), Gilli., Duncan, Alvln B.
Harklcy and Andrew J. Hillln, all of Hollma,
N. M,
M.
14.
R. P. DONOHOO, Regular.
'

PATIENTS EXAMINED KREK

North Main Street
Office Phone o&J. Res. SIX).
New Mexico
Clovis,
Office 103

1-- 2

DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Phone

16.

Clovis, N.M,

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite PostofSce

E. M. Chapman
DENTIST
Over First National Bank.

sr

Ct ovi?,

Phone 05.
New Mexico.

Notice for Publication.
Department of th. Interior, U 8 land .fflc. t
Ft Sumner. N. M March. 16th. 11.
Notice la hereby riven that Elisabeth Caeatdy
Wow of Michael Wela, deeesaed. of Havener
N. M. who on Octeber IS. 100. mane Homeatead
Kntry. Ne. OTIM for SW 4, 8a. If, T, 4 N, R, M
B. N. M. P. M., aaa Sled notice of lntenttM to
Mk. nnal to raw proof, to aaUbllah alalia te
the load above eeeeribed before W. J. Oarraa.
United Btetea Conua lea loner In kla eBee at
Ctovta. New Male ea Uielth dav at Maf 1IK.
Cleunent naaiaa aa wKmaaaiat
MetklM B. Wala, Joan M. Vomer, J ana the
W. flora, of Havener, N. W., and Joe HUverr.
of Clavla, N .M.
Mar,
U.
A. J. EVANS, Retrtotar.

A Striking "Affinity."

But the fact that it is not true
and
the further fact that Mr.
The New Mexico State Record, published at Santa Fe, a Hull is trying to convey the imsizzling; hot Republican paper, pression that it is true, when it
of the old stand pat variety, is nor, if we mistake not will
has the Democratic party split be sufficient cause for uany to
wide open in the middle and vote against him April 4th.

SlUUtrMTS

GUI

Irttlrt aicaL ihisitinwiaiTiaEfts

Chine
Ambassador Furnished It to
8on of Mandarin, Though Not by
Any Mean
Willingly.
An amusing anecdote of the llrat
week of the war I told by Herbert
Adams Gibbon in hla new book,
"Pari Reborn." The wards of the
Chinese government studying; In Paris,
mostly the sons of mundurins, according to Mr. Gibbons, (Hiding themselves
suddenly destitute of funds, applied to
their ambassador and their consulate
In vain.
Kinully as
last resort 60 hungry
studonts literally forced their way
tlm
into
embuHsy, devoured the appetizing meal which had already boon
served In exportation of his excellency and ended by milling the pontry.
Wlilln they were thus occupied the
ambassador returned, but being told
by tho concierge what was happening
iimido he decided that prudence was
tho butter part of valor. Accordingly
he retired to a nearby restaurant and
telephoned to the police.
There is nothing a Parisian enjoys
better, even a Parisian gendunno, says
.Mr. Uibbous, tliun a good Joke.
He
reports that the police did not go at
their task very strenuously, adding,
however, thut in the end it took mom
tliun words to get the students out.

frazzling out at the edges. The
Puncture It
Democrats, according to the
a
ten penny nail or
when
Record, are tumbling over theman
unpretentious
little tack is
selves in their opposition to
rammed
into
an
tire,
automobile
President Wilson.
In practically every one of no good is done and no one rethe seventy eight issues, the joices, save the guy who finds
Record has sung this same dole- pleasure in the misery of his
ful song. I presume the Rec fellowbeingp.
However, puncturing someord
it. I have heard
of a fellow who repeated a things is a goodish thing to do.
falsehood so often that he actu- To puncture the windbag of tin1
ally came to believe it true. pot politician and unfit office
The fact remains,
however, seeker is a laudable procedure.
the
that
Democratic party has Speaking of the aforementioned
not split nor frazzled
at the parasitic politician, reminds me
edges, but is moving right on of the old tin can in the back
alley or back yard. One is just
to certain victory in the
about as useful as the other.
national election.
reading
From
the Record one Both should be punctured.
My asthetic tastes may be
would also concede that Repubsadly
lacking, but for the life or USE GAS TO PRESERVE FOOD
licans, especially of New Mexi
I have never yet been able
me,
co are the "lovingist" bunch
French Process
Especially Adapted
of east.
Sweetness is to appreciate a back yard dtco
for Milk Powder Operation
Declared Simple.
zing out from every pore. rated with tin cans, Bur, m
All the Republicans of this dear Sir or dear Sis, as the case
A method has lately appeared in
state have already kissed, or may be, if you will beautify your Kurope for preserving various food or
with
cans,
backard
tin
to
see
other products, and especially milk
ire osculating and forgetting
)ld sores. However, the fact it that eyery can has a hole in powder, the Idea being based upoti
placing the subs' anre In a sealed ves1 admit that an un
remains that State Chairman the bottom.
sel or packing case with Inert gas, so
sightly
puncture
may
take away Clint this lnttnr prevents the usual
Ely ever and anon kicks over
the trees as well as many of some of the exquisite beauty of spoiling of contents by the action of
the air. In the French patented
the other "higher ups," not to the can, but this depreciation in process, the milk powder Is packed in
mention bunches of the "lower beauty is more than offset by the metal boxes of convenient size which
sealed except for
pin
towns;" which efFectually ex extra usefulness of the can. are entirely
hole that Is left
the top, A number
plodes the "beautiful harmony" "Extra usefulness." Yts, that'8 of such boxes at
is put In a chamber
and "sweet peace" song of the exactly what I meant to say. and tho air is exhausted by menus of
hot according to the expert ma- an air pump. When this operation is
Record.
laria
investigators of the United finished, valves are opened which alThe Record also has virtually
low nitrogen to enter the chamber and
ihe entire Bull Moose party States Public Health Service, tin fill up the scvernl boxes. Then, opencans
containing rain water are ing up the chamber, the boxes are
upon its
knees,, thoroughly
quickly removed and the pin hole soldpenitent and actually begging breeding places for the mosquito ered before
on appreciable amount of
which
is
sole
in
agent
to be admitted into the Republi
air has time to enter. In this way the
can fold.
But somehow these spreading malaria. Therefore a contents of the boxes era kept in an
atmosphere of inert gas, and the
Bull Mooses don't "come thru." hole in the bottom of the empty process Is most
practical from an InColonel Roosevelt would ad can might have resulted in the dustrial standpoint. Scientific
mit the Record to the Annanias saving of a human life. Certain.
Club
without question. The ly it would have prevented much
Found Roman Amphitheater.
llecord is fully qualified and sickness. Puncture the tin cans
A Roman amphitheater has been
would make an efficient mem
discovered during the construction of
Vote the Independent Ticket. a railway from Rome to Naples. The
ber in that organization.
building had been first burled In Its
Speaking of the Record, some You cannot make a mistake.
own debris and later by a volcanic
eruption of unknown date. Recently
how reminds us of Jack Hull,
Minister TJarzlIal, accompanied
01 tne uovis journal,
we are Who will get the benefit of the the
by Professor Splnazzola and others,
not real sure whether this is sewerage extensions if the bond was taken to see the ruins, and was
because of contrast or actual issue carries?
able to descend the upper range of
steps. There were also to be seen
affinity between the Record edthe upper aportures of entrances and
Vote for a business adminis exits and pieces of the beams which
itor and the Journal editor.
It must be conceded that tration by voting the Indepen- had supported the awnings. FragJack is a good fellow, in spots, dent Ticket. Clovis has had ments of gilded and colored stucco
were a proof of the once magnlQcent
at least. He is inexperienced enough of jingoism.
decorations of the edifice. From the
step a fine vlow was obtained of
in the newspaper game, and in
Commissioners Doughton and
once the port of ancient Rome,
the vernacular of the darkey is
so rich that she could boast of two
Elder
ore
said
to
be
candidates
"very much opinionated." He
for
Probate Judge.
Now amphitheaters. The one Just found
is inclined to feel that this old
ts the older in date and evidently tho
augh.
more glorious.
world will atop stock still and
that wisdom will die when he Johnny: "Father what is a
New Ocean 8teamshlp Line.
turns up his pink toes to the political preacher?"
According to an announcement
was made recently at Madrid,
daisies.
Father: "A political preach- awhich
new steamship line is about to be
Everyone who opposes him is er, my son, is
a man that established between Spain and the
either a "Socialist" or disgrunt- preaches and prays on Sundays United States. The plans call for
to ply directly between Vigo
led wet. " Prof. Jack says so. and
dabbles in politics the bal- steamers
and New York. King Alfonso, It ts
This reminds me of the enter- ance of the week.
said, has given the enterprise his supprising reporter who sent the
port and New York capitalists are furnitibing financial backing. The new
following to his paper: "Two
will provide a shorter route be
years ago Zip swallowed a grain
News was received here Tues- line
tween the two countries than any now
of wheat.
Last night at the day of the death of J. R. Holland in oporation. The distance
la a little
he had a spell of which occurred Monday at his more than 2,800 miles. While the com
coughing, and coughed up a home in Norman Oklahoma. merce and industry of Spain are feeling Indirectly deceasing effects of the
50 pound sack of flour and 150 Mr. Holland had been in Clovis war, the commercial awakening
of
pouads of bran. The "truth is for several months attending to that country which has been In progfor some time has not been mate
mighty and will prevail."
the affairs of his deceased broth- ress
rlally checked and steady advanceWe know of some Socialist er, Sam Holland, and only left ment Is being made along various
who arc staunch prohibitionist, for his home Thursday of last lines.
and we know of some Democrats week.
Consolation.
who are ataunch prohibitionist,
' An officer now back on the firing
who are opposed to Mr. Hull's
Miss Maude Hale formerly of line in Flanders writes to say that not
re election. Prof. Jack says so. Newport, Ark. who has been in long ago he managed to get a short
to visit his family. NaturalMr. null would nave the pro this city for the past five months furlough
ly there was much rejoicing In the
hibitionist of Clovis believe seeking health died Tuesday at house. Hut the parlor maid had been
that he is being opposed be- the home of her sister Mrs. A. N. expecting her sweetheart back from
cause ef his "unmitigated ef- Nance. Funeral services con- the trenches about the same time, and
at the last minute a letter came exfort in behalf of prohibition," ducted at the home Wednesday plaining that leave could not be got
and if he is not retained at the morning by Rev. C. W. Lambert The girl went about the place lookcity's pie counter, he will be a were followed by interment in ing so woebegone that the sight or
ber was too much for the officer's
real martyr to the cause of theClovii Cemetery. The Fadaughter. Suddenly the child
A great idea ther, II. J. Hale who arrived rushed up to her father where he sat
righteousness.
this. If he can get the prohib- here Monday night, returned snugly beside the fire.
"Daddy,"
she cried,
"Maggies
ition forces of ward four to be- Thursday to his home in Ark.
sweetheart hasn't come. Please give
lieve this, it means his retenher a kiss so that at least she will
have something."
We Superintendent of Schools
tion at the pie couater.
speak frankly. If the impresThe News is authorized to anSmall Colleges Develop Athletes.
sion Mr. Hull is trying to make nounce my candidacy for the
After all, some of the greatest athis true, that is, that an effort office of County Superintendent letes In the business have come up
Christy
is being made to defeat him of Schools, subject to the action from the small colleges.
Mathewson came from Bucknell, Edsimply because of his effort in of the Democratic primaries, die Plank emerged from Gettysburg,
Holy Cross produced Jack Berry, Carbehalf of prohibition, we would June 7, 1916.
lisle turned out Jim Thorpe, Amerisupport him fully, completely,
J. M. Bickley.
s
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From Your Side of the

Fence

Sometimes a customer says of a store. ' Oh they are
talking for their own good." This is particularly true when
a merchant says, "Buy Early"!
But let's consider it from your standpoint. Suppose
you want a suit of clothes for warm weather. You have
decided to buy Clothcraft because you're satisfied that you
can't get any better value or any more service satisfaction
at the price$10 to $25.
You put it off till midsummer. Then, even if you get
the suit you wanted, the season is half gone and you lose
the benefit of having had the suit the first half of the summer.
Do you see the point?

other reasons.

Come in and we'll tell you

MANDELL'S

the

Poi-zuol- i,

I

I

"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

New Dresses and Waists
Are arriving for your new spring and
summer selections. Of course those who
come first will get the first pick of the
styles, but they are all new and stylish.
We also have a beautiful line of children's dresses. Only a few coats and
suits are left. Call and see our new

goods.

NEW HATS

!

NEW HATS

!

Some new hats, flowers and fancy
trimming materials are arriving each
week. We have the very latest to be
had from the centers of fashion and invite you to compare our goods and
prices with others.
We guarantee our new line of millinery to be
"
in
style and quality. A shipment of patterns are received each week. Come
and see us. No trouble to show goods.
'Vightup-to-the-minute-

Osborne & Wright..
"The Wright House and Right Goods and Right Prices"

f

S. L. Lawrence was in Lubbock on business Wednesday.

Local and Personal
a

R. N. Williams, of Texico, was
Clovis visitor Monday.
C. C. McGpe was in from near
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CrimiNew Yerk Hain't Any
nals Like Those That Throve

Lawn Hose and Sprinklers.
Soma Thirty Yeara Ago.
Barry Hardware Co.
bewliiskored
The
Mrs. Kate Gardner, of Melcrook lias shaken the New York
rose, spent Thursday visiting dust off his spats and disappeared.
Ho Is absolutely extinct. A modern
friends in Clovis.
criminal who can boast a good suit
clothes now is termed "Radius,"
of
who
even
those
impress
will
It
or, It he is suspected ot wnnring what
do not want to know the truth!
some cull a dress suit he Is a "gentleSee The Battle Cry of Peace.
man burglar." Usually he "Raillcses"
a couple of times, making a few
Cash Ramey has purchased small
,
and then is netted,
the C. L Harris property on arraigned and sent away to a place
the where he getB bis iuir cutting, and
between
Main
Street
clothes pressing doue free.
Magic City Furniture Store and
There are plenty ot free lances of
the Journal office.
crime circulating around where legal
tender or other valuablea can be anA good time to make garden nexed by a little exertion at aome
bands of bold,
and a good place to buy garden risk, but the
bad, debonair knights of dark deeds
tools is Barry Hardware
have faded away. There are plenty
J. H. Shepard will preach at of men who skulk through what is
"the underworld" and
Ideal school house next Sunday vaguely termed
who take a desperate chance at imat 11 a. m. and at Mounce promptu crimes, robberies,
or
school house at 3 p. m.
sneak thief jobs, which suddenly come
under their attention.
These men are not the same caliIf you are against Prepared
ber
as the big criminals of thirty
Disarmament,
you
favor
nessif
years ago, although occasionally one
See The Battle Cry of Peace.
of the modern specimens stumbles upon a ricli haul. The police say
Ben
Countv Commissioner
methods have driven them from
Crawford, of Hollene, was in the game. The green goods men and
the city the first of th week. gold brick canvassers have followed
We did not learn whether he the bison and the Indian over the last
frontier, as an orgnnlzed criminal Inwas here on political or official dustry. The "wireless" wire tappers
have been hunted down and out. This
business.
band has been dispersed to various
The iron heel of the invader,
havens of rest, leaving tht
on Broadway, at your door, in country capitalist safe to wander
without being
through
Manhattan
See The Battle tempted to play the racea on aome Inyour home!
Cry of Peace.
tercepted tip.
high-rlus-

Havener Saturday.
J. T. Houston was in from his
ranch Saturday.
Vernon Tate was in from his
ranch north of town Tuesday.
J. II. Darnell, editor of the
was a
Tortales
Tuesday.
Clovis visitor
J. H. Shepard and A. E.
Curren motored to Portales
Monday on business matters.
John Pullen is seriously ill
with an attack of pneumonia at
his home on the east side.
The new bank opened for business Saturday receiving $29,000
on deposit the first day.
Bob Kyker, of Farwell was one
of the Clovis visitors from the
line town Tuesday.

New Bank Greets You

clean-ups-

Times-Heral-

Approximately Five Hundred people from
all sections of the county came to visit us in
our new bank on the opening day Saturday.
Those who were unable to attend the opening are cordially invited to come in ANY
We want to
TIME and get acquainted.
greet you as friends and neighbors, and if at
any time we can serve you, we are at your
command. Our financial arrangements enable us to especially take care of cattle loans.
See us when in need of cattle funds. This
bank invites you to become one of its rapidly
growing family of patrons, and offers you
every facility consistent with safe, sound and
conservative banking.
Yours for better service,

old-tim- e

hold-up-

John F. Smithson, the hustling
Grady real estate dealer, was in
to attend the Republican Convention Saturday.
T. D. Williams, an insurance
man from Texas, is in the city
for the purpose of establishing
an agency.
A. G. Withers again resumed
bis run as an engineer Tuesday,
after being off the pay roll since
June 18. He will lease or sell
his garage.
Wilkie Carter and family will
remove to Kansas City soon.
They are endeavoring to sell
their property here.
was up from
Paul Coldren
Muleshoe the first of the week,
bringing an injured man to
for medical attention,
It is said that the recent cold
snap will not destroy the fruit
crop as most of the blooms were
too far advanced for serious in
injury.
Judze C. H. Hannum, the first
sheriff of Curry county, was in
the aity from Melrose Saturday,
to attend a meeting of the Re
Dublicans held in the court

s

iron-barre-

I treat all diseases and dis
orders of women. No charges
for examination and consulta
It
tion.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.

SAW THEMSELVES IN MOVIES
Exhibition at Vassar Collega That
Caused Much Laughter Among
the Student Body.

The students ot Vassar college had
an opportunity the other day to see
his car from his Portales farm how well they would appear as moactresses, says a
Thursday.
He said that the tion picture
dispatch to the New York
road between Clovis and Por Tribune. They attended a show and
tales was repaired after the re- saw themselves on the Bcreen.
pictures delayed were taken
cent rain and is in much better byThe
Prof. George Burbnnk Shattuck,
Far-weshape.
head of the geology department. They
included features of last year's class
The new Citizens bank has day, Founders' day otid theas recentpagthe
anniversary, such
adopted the Santa Fe motto of eant, the gymnastic exhibition and the
"safety first," They had about aendnmic procession.
There was much laughter in the aufive hundred visitors on the
which was composed mostly
dience,
opening day Satureay, they say, of the "actresses."
Frequently such
and the first day's deposits ex- outbursts occurred as "Gracious! Did
Here
"Oh, look!
I look like that!"
ceeded $29,000.
I come!"
I
"Heavens!
One elrl exclaimed:
A party of Fort Sumner young never knew my belt was unpinned!"
people motored u p Saturday Another walled: "Why dldn t I iook
the camera, bo 1 could see my
evening to attend the blks at
self?"
"jitney" dance at the auditor
The pictures will bo exhibited behouse.
Those in the party were fore Vassar college alumnae assocln-tlniiium.
Mayor and Mr3. Cash Ramey
all over the country. The pro
Messrs Edwards. Weimann, Ba
will go toward the $1,000,000 en
ceeds
home
returned
and son, Elbert,
and Hornberger and Miss dowment fund.
of ker

"Billy" Buchanan was up in

Pough-keepsl-

e

...The...
Gitizens Bank of Glovis

ll

Monday after an absence
about a month in Mineral Wells,

i

11

"SAFETY FIRST"
Si

Chamber of Commerce

Meeting

A meeting for the purpose of
discussing the ways and means
of entertaining the Bankers ot
western Texas and eastern New
Mexico, who meet here in convention June 6 and 7, was dis
cussed at the Chamber of Com
merce meeting Tuesday night.
A banauet. a joy ride over the
country and a grand ball were
some of the entertainment fea
tures sueeested. Messrs. Ship
ley. Skarda. Jones, Harrison of
Farwell and John Barry were
appointed as a committee on
arrangements. They will meet
Thursday night and formulate
their plans.

Marjorie Edwards.

Busy

Bulgarian

City.

For County Clerk
of Roosevelt County
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Forma.

Let us write your Surety Bond
Phone 32 in

Antlers Hotel Building, Clovis, N. M.

Wear the Best Clothes
Within Your Means

Married

Men and Young Men

Sam W. Pipkin and MissNollie
of Claud, were
Mai; Davis,
Saturday,
the ISth. at
married
Pipkin is
Mrs.
Texas.
Fnr'i'll,
clays lictorcj the neice of Mrs. W. VV. Mitchol
linwi-vcrion.
u
the tliuc Ilxcil :ir liis
of Clovis, and also of Mr3. J. P.
ri'ci:ivi;cl fruni tlio kaistcli'grnin
Lute?, of Portales. Mr. Pipkin
prcicoed
to
princo
er onlorini'
kindly
his
On
ly.
huiii(Iua
io
is one of the prosperous farmer-stockme- n
it,'ulnHt tnis
host venturing to urcilc-aof the Claud neighbor
liimi( i.f plans, the German
milil-- ii
hood.
ciifrry in uttonilniup on the prince
replie d: "His lmpertul Majesty
Ben
County Commissioner
tJint tho frown Princo muat

of limited clothes appropriations can get the
most their money can

I

.

urn

ftuni ww MM

Miller-Luika- rt

114 West

em-ap-

vine-wl-

comfortabl btcame tfcerr iplrrly ;f
room b. th b;uk mkj In M.
seat and
of it? ;) uwh
comfortable ton.

1'irttmriU; l't

9rx,

Dort is tsstntially acorn- -

tit in

r..-

ft,r;

1016

frill canUiover FprirKS winch m.'ikc It ntie
of the easiest ruling cars on t'w nitiiket
at any price.
The price $650.00 i within reaih r.f
See tlvs ar al our shew rooms.
folks.
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THE CURREN AGENCY
Fire Insurance

con-duc-

r.

.

M

Specifications
Touring Car

The recent rumor
t
becoming dissatisllcd with the
t
of hip elilevt H"n recalls an
which occ.invl s'.mc fourteen
v. hen the crown
wince was
ni;ii.li duke. The
paying n ;it to n
crown prince wan havilig u very good
time. ii in Kinking the most of his ternI'ruM parental sujiervispenary

Young Cowa for Sale

Some good young Jersey cows
first calf. This stuff is well
with
my
candi
hereby
announce
I
dacy for the cilice of County bred and the making of good
Clerk of Roosevelt County, sub cows Price right. Call at the
ject t o the action of the Demo- Creamery or at farm 3 mile9 east
2
of Clovis.
cratic primaries.
Will II. Pattfson.
Seth Morrison.

Varna, the Bulgarian Ulack seaTexas, where they went for the
I charge fifteen dollars for atport
which the Russian fleet bombardbenefit of Elbert's health.
tending confinement cases in
ed, has the unusual distinction of bemile
fifty cents per
ing a fortress, a seaport, a depart
The fixtures in the Clovis Clovis and
I go to the country. mentnl capital, and an episcopal city.
where
extra
National Bank have been
include brewing, distillA person living 10 miles out I Its Industries clothmaklng. and cotton
ing, tanning,
in such a manner as to
charge them twenty dollars.
spinning. The city has been identigive them more room in the tellfied with an ancient Milesian colony,
H. R. Gibson.
Dr.
It
ers and bookkeepers offices.
that of Odessus, of the lower Mooalun
In late days It figured promiThe President's office has been
Whipped Cream Puffs. Layer coast.
In history in connection with
nently
changed to the rear.
Cakes. Chocolade Potato Cakes, the battle fought near by, in which
II slew Vladislaus III
R. H. Mann, who was some Jelly Rolls. Moca Cakes, Puffer Sultan Murad
of Poland and Hungary, and routed
Angel
Cakes,
time employed as bookkeeper Cakes, Luncheon
his army In 1H4. ten years before the
In re
with the First National Bank, Food Cakes, Cookies, Pies and Turks took Constantinople.successively
For County Clerk.
years It has been
cent
eat.
to
good
things
many
other
management
of
will have the
of the Russians, or tne
hands
In
tho
Wp
are authorized to an
Clovis Bakery.
Austin's new Cash Grocery on
Crimean allies, and of Egyptian
candidacy of A. L.
Prop.
the
Pappe.
C.
A.
It
troops. By the treaty of Berlin it nounce
South Main Street.
nas ceded to Bulgaria.
Await for County Clerk, subject to the action of the DemoUnwholcaom Eaotch Atmosphere.
primaries.
that the kalner Is cratic
L.

X

Mora

Auto Co.
Grand Avenue.

Crawford. Fred W. James and
Dr. J. F. Scott went to Farwell
Monday to meet the board of
Alaska' Timber Resources.
county commissioners of the
The railroad now under constructo
Seward
Texas county, where they made
tion in Alaska from
will open large tracts of tim- arrangement
for the opening
ber for cutting. It Is estimated that
on
the Texas New
road
a
of
twenty million acres ot good forest
are found In AlaBka, and four timet Mexico line north of Texico.
that area of scattered timber. Saw- Each county will allow thirty
mills are preparing to follow tha railroadway.
country and in feet space for the

mure earnest
lui.tinrd.

be

made!"

command by ordering
from the

i.

Edesco Line
Finest

London

Made-to-Meaau-

re

Clothes

--

at $15.00 and Up

Pair-ban-

road builders into the
a few years the output ot that region
will hold an Important placa in the
country's lumber cut. The principal
wood is sprtire. but there are fairly
if.rice quantities of others. Including
paper birch. Hardwood Record.

I test eyes and prescribe
glasses. Glasses I prescribe fit
It
the eyes
Dr. H. R Gibson.

ulA

We are headquarters
for this celebrated line

Elder's Tailor Shop

Oxford Bldg.

Phone 96

Sat-urd- ay

80 Eddystone Islanders Aseribe Their
lilt to the Charm How "Cure"

It

Made.

Many interesting facta with regard
to tliu practice of leechcraft and sorcery, the Imposition and removal of
taboo, and the belief In the Initiation
and cure of disease by ritea among
the nativea of Melanesia were related
recently by Dr. W. H. 11. Rivers in the
second Fitzpatrlck lecture on "Medicine, Magic and Religion" at the Royal
College of Physicians, says the London Times.
In Eddystone Islands, where Doctor
Riven spent several months some
yean ago, nearly every disease it
taboo
scribed to the Infraction of
on the fruit of certain trees, especially the cocoanut and betel vine, the
taboo as well as the sign by which
It it known being called kenjo.
When anyone suitors from epilepsy
or other convulsive seizure which ii
recognized as kirengge he and hit
friends consult one known to havt
the power of imposing the kenjo kirengge. This man visits the patient
and strokes him from the head
downwards with four leaves called
myou, some moss, soot, and scrapings tf wood, uttering the formuula:
"Stroke away.
Stroke down and
away.
Let the man
Cease thou.
live; do not return. They have given
me a good ring." The last clause of
this formula and two In that used in
removing the taboo refer to the fee,
the chief money of the Island consisting of arm rings.

LIKE

THE

WHISKERED

MAN

War Has Caused Quite a Change

in

the Views of Walters In New
York Hotels.
Broadway hotels, theaters and lobster palaces are full of whiskers. They
are not the alfalfa variety that are
raised In Kansas or the hayseed kind
from the small towns. These whlakcrt
are luxurious looking, nicely trained,
groomed and perfumed, writes the
New York correspondent of the Pittsburgh disputch.
Ench hirsute appendage bears the stamp of KushIuii, Perculsian, Italian and
The war Iiiih driven thoutivation.
sands of foreigners of great wealth
and social pnaitlim to tlienc shores,
and tliey huvn brought plenty of
money with them to enjoy the gay
life. Tho faeial drapery is a
8in to the servitors. Let uny
man wi'h whiskers nml a polished
maimer take a sent nt the restaurant
tables and the waiter Immediately begins to figure up the sl.e of the tip
he will ruceive. Some of the tips are
nit ill to he so laine from these
that the waiters are almost
on the veine of nervous prostration.
St ranee, tho, not long ago the mun
who hid his face behind a beard was
looked upon by the serving men as a
tightwad.
Gascon guvo hiiu theonro-ove- r
and rursed fate lor having to
serve him. lint now they welcome the
man with whiskers with a smile and
an itchy palm.
ready-mone-

y

British Sea Food.
Whatever may come to Great Hrlt-alin the way of high prices for meats
sho still will have a limitless supply
of llsh, a food supply denied to derma y and her alllna. The London
market quotes a good demand at fair
prices for turbot. brill, halibut, soles,
plaice, whiting, hake, gurnet, skate,
live rod, red mullet, dories, haddock,
live and dead eels, etc. English mackerel are quoted at four shillings, about
a iloflnr. for twenty, and dead cod at
seven shillings six pence a stone, that
Is $1.87 for 14 pounds. Four boats at
Yarmouth landed, in spite of rough
weather, 180 barrels of fresh fish. Tho
price of herring went up from NO shillings to 120 8hilliiiKS a can that is, a
barrel. Along the coast of Scotland
many vessels wore out. At Aberdeen
Ml vesels, all truwlers, landed a total
of fin tons. These
ono exception
t
were
trippers.
11

Mr. and Mrs. H. Wiggens
Curren Agency
visited at the Clark home
A nice rain visited our comREAL
ESTATE BARGAINS
and Sunday.
munity Friday night.
Jasper Finwick and wife of City:
Mr. Grant McCann who lives
Good seven room house, well
Ideal visited with Lewis Finwick
near Blacktower had his hand and wife Sunday.
lncstd and near school building.
badly mashed by a windmill so
East side, $1100 00. Small payserious that three of his fingers'
Adjutant General Herring, of ment down balance like rent.
were amputated.
Good plastered 7 room house,
New Mexico, returned to the
Bro. Bailey and Bro. Rupert state from Washington
last nicely located, East front, good
organized a Baptist choir at week after an absence of some repair, near high school buildWednesday time. It is currently reported ing -- $2000 worth more money.
last
Blacktower
night.
Good 6 room house, modern, 2
that he is slated for first assistant
made Secretary of War. Mr. Herring blocks West from Main and
Quite a sum was
from the pie supper Friday is a brother of Mrs. John Barry, Grand Ave.. $1200. Terms to
night at the school house.
suit.
of this city.
Good four room house, lights
Wilson
Mrs. Jennie and Lora
0. T. Carver, of eastern Coloand
water, well located from
Mrs.
visited
daughter,
Curry
Edna
looking
rado, was here
and
at
R. F. Crook Sunday.
county land the first of the week. shops, SE Corner. Small
balance like rent a good
Quite a crowd of young folks He purchased some land north
buy.
took dinner with Ollie Crook of Melrose.
Eight room house near shops,
Sunday.
Sales and
The
$200 down balance in
Farmers are all getting busy Repair Company is the name of $1400.
payments.
This building will
now since the nice rain with the new garage recently opened
Good
two room house, ceiled
plenty moisture in the ground. in the Mitchell building on south
porches,
lights,
Dottis Busby, who has been Main Street. They expect to throughout,
opposite
etc.,
water
corner
from
enlarge
their quarters soon and
suffering at his home three
High
building.
school
$500.
garages
best
the
to
have
onef
miles north of Blacktower with
small pox is reported much im- in this section of the country. Lands:
J. A. Latta, Dr. Chapman and
proved.
320 acres good tight, level
others are interested in the com- land, in wheat belt. $1700, half
boom
on
all
a
at
Things are
Blacktower. Good preaching, pany. One of their employes down balance on easy payments.
singing, prayer meeting and won the road race between Los
5 quarter sections of good
Sunday Schools which all indi- Angeles and Frisco last June in mixed land, shallow water, cona Buick nix, which they have in
cate better times.
trols large range. $3.00 per A.
their garage.
The prairie fire did consider320 acres deeded land, adjoins
U. R. Archer, a reprtseenta- - land subject to filing. This place
able damage north of Blacktower as nearly all the rrass tive of the Albuquerque State has a good house, well and wind
was burned and a good many Journal, the states leading pa mill, orchard, fenced and other
iter, was in the city callirie on improvements. $2500, half down
shacks and feed.
R. H. Crook has been setting subscribers the first of the balance easy rerms.
out an orchard on his ranch week.
100 acres deeded land, has two
north of Blacktower.
room house, well and wind mill,
dougout, fenced, out buildings.
ii
li
m
9h
First offer of $1000 takes the
Pleasant Hill Notes.
place improvements worth the
(Too late for last week, i
amount; this is mixed land not
'4
Our fair weather has been
About 8 miles from
sandy.
stronjr.
driven away by some
Clovis.
look
not
us
winds again. Let
Deeded section with leased
blue about it for we have had
school seel ion adjoiniug, two
worse ones than any we have
Rtind springs and well and wind
had this year.
null,
some buildings,
Grandmother Kays, mother of
leased quarters.
several
cofiirol
Prof. J. H. Kays and Mr. l'hil$1700,
tight mesquite
is
this
Price
in Kay. of this community, died
all
nearly
limit
anil
leveiv
last
o'clock
ViPr
home at 2
nt
Thursday after eight months ot
suffering. Her husband is livHAD VISIT FROM APPARITI0r
ing with Prof. J. H. Kays.
S'.ory of Telepathic Thought TransferThere was no school Friday.
ence in Wincn British Soldier
Texico
to
went
James James
Chief Actor.
last Saturday. Emery Lolweli.
y
In tlm Kvcniiitr News, London,
Frank Martin and Glenn
lie following iiecoiiiit of, n
Saturday.
were in Clovis
vision of u Boldier at Keiisal
We Take
I'liniialieil to llie pujier by l.eounumber attended
A large
in Filling Prescriptions urd William, Alio received tlie story
Snnday School Sunday.
at lirst liami:
and family When you corna to us you have the
A curious story of telepnthic thought
Tom Gallagher
neeouipuiiieil Iiy a ghoBt-lwere guests at the home of W. assurance that your prescriptions iniiihfei'fiiet'
in reported on stood uinlior-llwiii
comcarefully
will
be
promptly
and
W. Hungate.
from Kenmil Kino. Two or threo
of Texico, pounded with fresh, pure drugs. even. run (io u untuuii who lives in
K. K.J.Runnels,
nut neii;hli.irliood lieiird ft loud knock-ii'was in the neighborhood last
ut liur front door. Sho opened It,
W Also Carry a Complete line of
Sunday.
l.iu nobody was hi en.
(In retiirulni; to the sitting room,
Druggists ' Sundries .
Everard Barns made his trip
however, xlie noticed - dim figure In
Sunday
Toilet
Articles
last
Perfumes
further end.
klniki KtnmlhiK sit tl
tr Snodderly's
Candies, Etc.
All. r Koine Heconds thin figure melted
night.
away.
The woman told her husband,
WIDE AWAKE.
and tho next evening they received

Blacktower Budget.

FEAR "TABOO" IS CONTAGIOUS
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"SPEED UP!"

to 60 minutes an hour
by taking the "grind"
out of typewriting!
AND smile I For here at last is the master

mflr Vi in A thnf

m-jtu-

if acv fnr nnv ctcnrcr.

a

el

Buick-Chivol-

old-sty-

le

y
The speed with brains behind it the
speed 'of the expert typist in the day's work.
Errorless speed is the kind of speed that counts.
Commonsense has punctured the illusion of the
other kind.
all-da-

I

Facts!

Get the

Send for tha " Royal
man" and ask for a

Wee

DEMONSTRATION.
Or write us direct
for our new

r

Ties'

r or

5nic, " and book

$100 gf

r?

wit

of facts on Touch
Typing -- vnl froo to

;i

typowriur uitri.

11
$125
in

A

mff)

I'ti.i-ed-

,

I

s.

Snod-derl-

tele--ailii- c

I

Special Care

-

M.-v-

y

y

Enterprise Echoes

We want your trade and you will
find our goods just as rf oreseiitei.

(Crowded out last week)
to the
Tf nothinir happens
Juvenile Court Doctors.
will be
there
on,
from now
Tho i.i dlrnl profession is practical- fruit
in-S Maiv St
crop
in
bumper
Cl.nis Nr M
ly of ono voice in
an ad- another
vance in Chicago, the attaching of an
icinity this year.
experienced physician to the Juvenile
The Brass is coming fine aiid
courts of that city, whose business It
n,iil,l aft a irotxl warm
it
Ik to nmko proper medical examination of youthful deliimuents before rain, the prairies would toon be
they arc improperly branded as crimThe new method, It Is be- green.
inals.
lieved, will ho the means of Having
A larjfe crowd was at chuicl.
these young offenders from lives ol Sunday night.
crime and will make them to count
We are very glad lo report
in tho community for future usefulness. .Medical observation and atten- Mrs. Zwisslt) mproving.
tion ehouM, It is held by some, be
Mr. and Mis. Lewis, Mr. ami
given to children while in school.
Many of the delinquents who come beMrs, A. Walker and G. W. Black
fore tho juvenile courts have special
J. X. Dunlap home
physical or mental defects which visited at the
might be remedied If properly treat-o- Sunday afternoon.
at the proper time.
Mrs. W. Bender and children POPULAliAlECHANICS
departed Saturday to visit her
Land for Returned Soldiers.
AlAGAZIND
in Texas, while Mr. 300 ARTICLES-30A quarter of a million acres of land parents
0
ILLUSTRATIONS
has been set aside by the government Bender and Mr. Homan makes KFKP Informed of tho World's Ptokitm In
MiHhaitica and Invention. For
of New South Wales for the benefit a trip to Colorado.
Father and Son and All the Family. It nppenlg
of returned soldiers. The lands will
na ami i ming-- Men ana w omen,
toan oiae
II lithe rnvoritii MHititSliift lu llmuMndttoT
Mr and Mrs. J. Holden called
be made available for homestead
homM tlmiiuhiiut tbn wnrlil. Our Kortiim
VirrrMnli'iit m oonstnnt It on tho watt, a
farms, which can be taken up by pay- on Mr. and Mrs. 0. Todd Sun
lor lain new and iuuirtwiing and ii la
ment of a nominal deposit. An exWritten So You Can Underatand Itl
hi. thin ntmm P.p Iwnt .'II I'nfm) ooulnl
emption from paying rent for the first day afternoon.
HluU f'.rHtiu MorkBn.1
war for
aynaa to an ininn Hnmna in noma.
five years can be obtained by settlers
Mr. Ruddle and children of I'wttr.U
tli flwi and
MfcaM4i.
rait
fr
effecting Improvements to an equiva- Clovis, attended church Sunday Iimr
Mr!wlKlikt.imk.unnaMMl!uitttnnik0m
tm Mill llwraph ihitnt., rnainML Hnnt, nanw

City Drug Store

app-ovl-
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I

I
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Ir-

night

F.drl McGregor, is moving his
family out on the farn this week.
Edd tays he is tired of batching.

Jir.lrj.t Ii
btruol Inn

l.li(MA

fir
t.M ttm yu

turiiltnrfc, etc. CVintnlni io
Mconic,( tniwr und HporUman

a

visit from mi old friend, a soldier
Just hack from tho front, to whom
He uskoit
sho related I lie incident.
Sho told
:it whut lime it happened.
t
seven exactly.
him nt
"That'll very KtrjiiKe," tho .inldier remarked, "for yesterday whllo I was
crossing from franco 1 looked fit my
t
'iiieli, and Undine the time to he
seven I sail! lo myself. "I wonder
will say when
wl.i't Mr. and Mrs.
drop ihem u call this lime tomorrow
evening'." "
u

ROYAL TYPEWRITER

Canada

COMPANY

I

mm

BREAD
Often buttered, never bettered.
We would make it better but we
can't. We could make it cheaper but we won't. How's a table
jiicely spread, withouta loaf of
A. C. Pappe bread.
Made clean, Jbaked clean. sold clean. "Wrapped at the "Provens. Comes to you clean.'jJReduces the meat bill.

Clovis Bakery
Arc. PAPPE, Proprietor

West OteroStreet

FAT HOGS

hiilf-puH-

hnlf-lii.i-

I

Oratory.
certain
filmier was given l,y
t'leveiainl liusmcs.s nrg.ni iz.n ion 'i lew
::'ghts ago, aixiinling to the Plain
Healer of that ciiy. The to:st list
the names of several eminent
iiiile. and l he attendance was verj
large.
The lirsl speaker introduced Iiy the
toast master was one of the long winded variety. Twenty minutes Is the
right length for an
speech. If It is very Interesting or very
witty. Hut ut tho end of forty-fivn ii ii
thiu speaker was still going
strong, and he was beginning to try
to prove something by columns ol
statistics.
The second speaker got his heart-Ik- i
applause at the end of one minute. He said:
In
"1 shall not detain you long.
listening to the remarks of the last
speuknr I bos bis pardon for not
remembering bis name; it was given
us by the toastmaster, but that was
so Iouk ago tbut I bare forgotten It."
That's as far as be got.
A

after-dinne-

r

i

aiwata comes, is.

POPUiaK MtCMANICS MAOAZINCl
ra. aaean(a rwhh, catWMaO

-;

.br-

rapher to turn out MORE letters with LESS
effort In the ordinary working1 day. The new
Royal Master-Mod"10" speeds up the day's
work and sets the pace that pays!
Built for "Big Business" and it$
Great Army of Expert Operator
These new features of the Royal add to the
sensitive fir.jcrs of the typist, the one vital thing
typewriter subtracts speed!
that the

n

pay-dow-

one-nigh-

lent value. In addition, arrangements
are being made to advance settlers
pound for pound on all Improvements
aa they are effected on crown tenures,
Iiy this
such as homestead farms.
means It is fxpectcd settlers with but
limited means will be enabled, successfully to occupy and work las
farms.

v.

Cfdar posts, as straight as a
cun barrel.
Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
38-t-

f

We will buy your fat hogs

for the next ten days.
purchased a gathering
pen near the stock yards in
Clovi.. and by this means
We-hav-

will be able to receive hogs

any day in the week. We
intend paying the highest
market price and insist upon you calling at our office
before selling.

Doughton & Nichols
-- CALL A- T-

The CASH SHOE STORE

IOC

IOC

Notice of Suit.
No.

When Your Watch Goes
Dead
!

GUARANTEE OUR WORK

You will iak

WE ARE AGENTS FOR

CrD

f

uthfM- -

i

IN THE

A. U il

LINE!

iritereM.- - in th.-verse ti ilv pla
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Our community whs saddoned
Mexico
t
eeniirni
'n
'he titlni
last Friday, on hearing of Ine
sudden dfalh of Lorena Camp of plaintiffs in id 10 sa .1 Ian I.
bell, oldest daughter of Mrs. Ida and tht the defendant he b ir
from
Camnhrtll. Th ret limps in 9:?. rd nd forever es'npoe
ny right, or
months has death entered this hav,nff or cla,min
home. First th- husband and tltle t0 ,he "aid land adverse lo
father went in May
then l'laint'-- 9
Vou f,rp furthpr nwtfll that
last October, the yuuiest child:
plead in
and nowtheoMesr. themainstuv lf v,,u f!41' t0 PP"'r
of the hme. the miner's right ,ms C;1UM on or h"r"re "
judgment
hard, is taken. Mrs Camnr.i;i dil-- of T,Jm'
you in
Wl"
mat
an
rendered
M
is indeed stricken ami deserves;
s'ai,J caus bv default and the,
thesy.npathv of the entire com-munity. And may it not be P'ointiff will apply to the court
silent sympathy alonp. for often fwr the relief sought in
piimnlninf herein
- "
a icw wor is, a mikji.v act
jn'w
W. A Hnvnr is attorney
the dark hours help immeasurfor the plaintiffn and his
ably.
and business address is
Campbell
Lorena
was born
May lo, 11)02 at Cleaborn, Texas. Clovis, New Mexico.
In witness whereof I have
Died at her home 5 12 miles
hereunto
set my hand and af- northeast of Clovis, March 2M,
nxPU
tne
8eal ot 8a,d court an(i
1916. of tubercular pneumonia.
She leaves a mother, two sisters affixed the seal of said court
and three brothers to mourn her this 24th day of March 191d.
W. C. Zcrwer,
early departure.
County Clerk.
The funeral was conducted by
-Apr.
21.
Mar3l
Rew. C. J, Quant.' at the home
HAS KEEN EYE FOR BUSINESS
(Seal.)
Friday afternoon,
March 21.
Ona English Volunteer Policeman Whe
The body was laid to rest in the
Probably Will Not Lot Much
Texico cemetery.
By the War.
We commend the sorrowing
E.
Tho foibles of hla ally John null are
family to the Savior, "who was
cvou now not quitn Invixlble to tho
acquainted with grief"
and
Frenchman. And tho following Btorjr
LAND LAWYER
knows how to comfort the
of a special ccnutnlilo, or volunteer po-

Lorena Campbell

1

i

v
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ACHES!

I

'

11)1--

miiva nit: me xaiuri ui
grouches.
Grouches produce ill temper and irritableness, and
. L
- ... .
you to your
mese Lnasten
grave.
-

a.

s,

suggests.

-

I

have added two more men to
our help list.
We now have one of the best
sausage makers in the state and are
making our own Weenies, Frank-furtBologna, Liver Sausage, and
'
Head Cheese, and will make any
kind of specialty meat you taste
til we

.

.

O'lji-r-

ts f'ili.w.: n nee oi lie court

30
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e f'un hei

hel'Jll

Js'l

U ui
'tt.M
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feudality ami nii'i.
the docket of said

"

n
K

Williams ;inl Jam
and all unknnwi

'

Business is getting better since
moving to the wrong side of the
street.
Our business has increased un-

)

i

t

h

, .

Mjx'm
l
are plaintiff's

I'

Gammons

Everything New and

BEST FOR LESS

Ui

u--

U'J-.i.-t-

(it't-rtr-

"THE

no

4

t

suit has bfen fi'ii tnir.si wn
in the Distric
'.urr t.f m,.
Fifth Ju ijcial
f.
County, New Mex ci, in

Hamilton, Elgin and
Waltham Watches

JEWELRY

BUSINESS IS BETTER

George P. Baxtr and P H.
Sammons Plaintiff, vs E E
Boone Luther A. William. Ste!
la E. Williams and all unkt.nu n
claimants of inte'est
m
adverse i 'h- - iim'i
tirfs in the above suit;

or fails to keep correct time,
we can repair it RIGHT
WE ABSOLUTELY

9C9.

In the District Court of
Curry County New Mexico

Yours for business,

1

j

QD

11

For a very little we sell
remedies that kill the aches
as soon as they appear.

theJ

-

post-eflie-

WALKER'S

Is your hialth, your happiness, your life, worth this
small investment?

"The Market On the Wrong Side of the Street"

The
City Drug Store
The new store on South
Main St.
Phone 162.

If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work

Close in suburban lots or acre
Poultry netting that is good
tracts joining Clovis would and strong. Let us show you.
trade for ranch land in Curry or
Barry Hani wore Co.
Roosevelt County. Write 0 r
come and see

a specialty. Tw) years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

Claude Miller,
rt

114 W. Grand.

tf

M-1-

0

Auto Co.,
Clovis, N.M.

dr

Mrs. Jack Priehett came down
from Amarillo Sunday to visit
her husband, who is working
out of Clovis with the Case Company. She will leave this week
for a visit with her brother at

Albuquerque.
Hoes, Rakes an

Miss Lorena Connolly
Teacher of Piano and Voice
(Oaduau m Piak:, nii Hannmij
of Mo. Conservatory. St.
Vnic Htuiient of K. A. Tuimv
Muicl Art Bid. Si Ixiui I'mula
taught from primarv couro to
Art iHt'a dcKrw.

Special Course for Music
Teachers. Latest Methods
Used. Music furnished for
all occasions.

i garden tools

Residence

108 S.

Calhoun.

CLOVIS,

Sweetwater, Texas

PIANOS!

Sad-

dlery, See
S.

Barry Hardware Co.

D.N. Croft

NEW MEXICO

For S. D. Morris Saddles,

CLOVIS,

PIANOS!

J. BOYKIN,
New Mexico.
M19tl.

O. M. Croft

CROFT MUSIC COMPANY
SUCCESSORS

TO PECOS VALLEY MUSIC CO
119 West Grand Avenue

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.

The Famous Schumann Piano

is our leader with other High Grade and
medium grade pianos to select from. We buy direct from the Factory
and pay spot cash for our pianos. No "middlemen's" or double profit to
be paid by our customers. Hence our extremely low prices, ranging from

$139.00 to $225.00 and up.
TERMS

CASH,

OR

ON

"EASY"

Clovis Time Card

Curren

Arthur

For Sale or Trade
for Ranch Land

Miller-Luika-

MARKET

PAYMENTS

We will save you from $50.00 to $100.00 on the purchase of a Piano.

No. 22

EASTJBOUND
(Chicago Flyer)

.
Arrive 7:10 A. M
liceman, in London, ia related not
Leave 7:45 A. M.
without malice by a Paris paper. Just
No.
(Kansas City Express)
Leave .'5:10 P. M.
after tho laat Zeppelin raid, when
EST
BOUND
the orders against showing lights were
very strict, thin special was on duty
No. 21
(The Missionary)
Arrive 7:35 A M
In one of the suburbs.
Every time
Leave 8:00 A. M.
he saw a bouse that was letting Its
No. 117 (From Kansas City)
lights shine too freely out of Its win
Arrive 1:10 A. M.
dows ho knocked at tho front door
NORTH
BOUND
houseot
and called the attention
tho
No. 938 (From Pecos Valley)
holder to tho ruloB In such casos made
Arrive (i:,'() A. M.
and provided and to the danger. And,
SOUTH
BOUND
as In becoming a special nonstable be
had not ceased to be a mau of busiNo. 1)37 (P ecos Valley Express)
...Leave 8:1( A. M
ness, he not only called attention to
VIA. LUBBOCK CUT-OFthe badly shaded light, but suggested
a contrivance for subduing the IlluNo. 921 (South from East)
Arrive 7:15 A M
mination.
This contrivance, ho said,
No. 933 (Texas Daily)
Leave 7:35 a! m!
he had tried in his own house with
tho iiiont satisfactory effect. All with
the most disinterested air imaglnablo.
T. J. Randol of south of Texi
For Sale: Span of extra good
His next step was to draw from his
co,
was a visitor in the city young, gentle nwiles,
overcoat pocket a sample of the con
worth the
trivanco itstjf, with the remark that I Wednesday. Mr. Randol is one money.
J. H. shepard. Clovis.
ho had Just happened to bo carrying 'nf rho nlrloar B.rrl.ra
It home to a particular friend who
H. J. Adams,
had asked him to procuro it. The county, having resided continu- of McAllister,
result was that at the end of his ously on his farm for thirteen was in from his
ranch on busitour ot duty he had written down In years.
ness matters Tuesday.
a little note book a couple of hundred
orders for tho wonderful shudo; which
meant Unit he was able to collect in
couiniixslons, at the rate of a shilling a pliadu, a matter of II, or $25,
or, to put it magnificently In Kronen
coinage, l'.'j francs.

Ill

-

-

j

F

Highway Garage

Coffin.
Dog Hat 8llk-LlneDon, a beautiful collie dog belonging

io Miss Ellen P. Mason, is dead, acdispatch from Newport.
cording to
H. I. He was run over by an electric
car, and many rosldonts In the villa
cflony will mourn his loss. His chief
pleasure was to play in the pretty
fountain In the grounds of his
estate In Khodo Island avenue,
always begging to have the water
turned on for bis frolics.
llir grave la beneath an evergreen
near the fountain. He had a
coffin, and a suitable slab Is being
made which will be simply marked
"Don."
Don II has now appeared on the
scene. He Is very young Scotch col-

New and Fire Proof
North Main Street
Phone 402

mls-treB-

Full Line of Casings
and Accessories.

silk-line-

lie.

Among other graves of dogs marked
with slabs at Newport are those on the
estates of Mrs. Hermann Oelrichs,
Mrs. George B. De Forest and Mrs,
Royal Phelps Carroll.

Jones & Lindley
Ford Agents
CLOVIS,

NEW. MCYirn

"uuuwvi

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL
S.

J. Hobbs, Owner and Prop.

A- -

No.

m-- y

4U- -

,

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night

J?J

at Masonic Hall.

R. L. Pryor. W. M.

Clovis, N. M.

West Grand Ave.

Clovis Lodge A. F. and

i$V.yi
A

Good, Clean Rooms and Beds. First Class
Prices Very Reasonable.
Dining Service.

The Curren Agency
lNSUR ANjgE
Phone 32.

A. L. Gurley Go.

No. 31
J. P. Denny, N.

Undertaker & Embalmer
Phone

38.

Night Phone

Day

",:":'J

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetables, Fish and Oysters in Season.

MARKET PRICE

FARWELL.

Ca Phone 29.

-

-

WALKER'S MARKET
J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

No. 770.

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendine. Ree
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

Fish and Oysters, A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

Clovis Council Praetorians

PAID FOR HIDES

-

Prices.

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

C. C.

-

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
in Woodmen Hall.
Luke Morton,

PORTALES,

-

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

Whitetower Lodge
W. 0. W. No. 36.

HOUK BROS. Props.

MELROSE,

The Model Grocery

a.

Vfe,- -f

Star Market
HIGHEST

CLOVIS,

TT
I i.L
i at Tnil.
if
lucRig
iiu aim 1111
uirto iiuiiib every oJ
Wednesday night

Jl.v.

14.

Next door to McFarlin's

West Grand Avenue.

WAREHOUSES

No. 1244.
W, H. Duckworth, E. R.

Phone 27.

Clovis Phone 392.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

v.c.

Manager Clovis Cemetery

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

G.

Antlers BIdg.

J. Whiting, Secretary.

A.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.

G. V. STEED

We re Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
refunded"
"satisfaction guaranteed or your

money
KODAKS, TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS. CURIOS. SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS,

IVORY,

ETC.

The Southwestern Drug: Company
Free Delivery

Telephone 58.

nr'i
W. II. IU'CKWOHTII.

Ou-iic-r.

Wedcliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

Making Uniforms

Ed B. Hawkins.

o

Saved GirPs Life

o

aa
ao

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
Q

O
O

o
o

."I want to tell you what wonderful benefit I have rewrites
ceived from the use of Thcdford's
Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky.
"It certainly has no equal for la grippe, bad colds,
ht
liver and stomach troubles. I firmly believe
saved my little girl's life. When she had the measles,
they went In on her, but one good dose of Thedford's
ht
made them break out, and she lias had no
more trouble. I shall never be without
Black-Draugh-

t,"

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

THEDFORD'S

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

PLUMBING

UP-TO-DA- TE

!

plumber from
s
We have with us a
All work strictly guaranteed.
Roswell.
firil-clas-

WK BELL THE LBADINO

MANUFACTURE!! QOOU8:

'

N.
Kahler Co.

Cahilljron Wks.,

BEB US AND

0.

IAVE MONE-

ft
O
ft

o
O

o
o

ft

Nelson Co.,

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Holton, Prop.

Kinds of Transfer Work Solicited. 3TOKAGK FREE
First Cluss CAR SERVICE at All Times.
Phones 85 and UyJL,
P. O. Box 544.
Clovis, New .Mexico.
All

j

o

o
o

!

I'or-tale-

WMM
'! ii!
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Likes Stand Taken by News
Eggs For Hatching
The following letter from far
Barred
Thompson's strain
fff California, rather makes the Plymouth Rocks, that Weigh,

News quill pusher swell up with Lay and Pay. $1.00 per lo,
pride, like a muley cow with a $2 50 per 50. $100 per 100. Visturnip in her throat. Its enit our ranch or address
couraging.
Robt Byrnes, Havener, N. M.
Redlands, Calif., M. 31 pd.
Feb. 4, 1916.
Subscription Department,
Dear Sirs:
Inclosed please find 5
a one dollar bill for which please
credit me. I hope to send you
We want your farm
another in the near future. I
loans,-- Can handle
wish to congratulate you on
them on short no
your efforta at a aquare deal and
tie.
fair mindedneea, in your paper,
See ui at once!
and hope you will continae the
Very aincerely youra,
Mrs. Ruby T. RobtrU,
215 Fourth St.

The
Union Mortgage Co.

in

ir

jr

i

r

XM

mm

IF YOU ARE PERPLEXED
Come to us for advice and we will mako YOUR PROBLEM
OUR PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OF OUR INSTITUTION are extended tt everyone.

Come In

We Want to Meet You

Glovis National Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

The

Money! Money!;

fight

ml

ii

1

and appears to be very serviceable. -- Ex.

good
T-

Davidson's Transfer and Storage

15.

o

mi

in my home." For constipation, Indigestion, headache, dizziness, malaria, chills and fever, biliousness, and all similar
has proved itself a safe,
ht
ailments, Thcdford's
reliable, gentle and valuable remedy.
ht
If you suffer from any of these complaints, try
It is a medicine of known merit. Seventy-fiv- e
years of splendid success proves its value. Good for
Price 25 cents.
young and old. For sale everywhere.

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

Out of Paper.
,
Hawkins, whose
name appears in this issue of
Both Japanese and Russian aol-- j
the Nkws as n candidate fur ditrs'aru wearing paper clothes,
the office of Sheriir of Roose- "Kamiko", as paper clothing is
velt county, is a life long Demo- called in Japan, is made of real
crat, having: always voted the Japanese paper manufactured
s
ticket. Me has lived in
from mulberry b irk. The paper
eight years, taking an has little "m" in it, though
active part in the affairs of the soft and warm, a thin layer of
town and county. Mr. Hawkins silk wadding is placed between
is a man cf courage and welt-t- two sheets of the paper, and the
do, and he will
appreciate whole iscinilted. Japanese sol- any help from those he fails to idlers realized the value of this
see as well as others.
kind of clothing when they had
If elected sheriff he will be to weather a Siberian winter,
the people's sheriff as no man but its only drawback is that
or set of men can bulldoze him it is not washable.
into doing; those things that he A company in Yokohoma is
does not believe best for the supplying large quantities
of
people. He stands for economy paper shirts to the Russian
in ail lines of government, and army. They state,
says the
kwer taxes for the people of Americnn consul general at
l his
Mr. Hawkins Yokohoma, that paper clothes
section.
hopes to see every voter in the are made extensively in Japan.
county personally, but it is hard The garment sold by the firm
to do, and he will appreciate any is made of tough, soft fabric,
help from those he fails to see strong enoucrh to hold buttons
as well as all others.
sewed on in the. ordinary way
Mr, Ed

Central Meat Market!
Houk, Keown and Wood, Props.

X

-

;

Fresh and Cured Meats
xss of all kinds.
Fresh Fish, Oysters and
Produce.

Phnn No. 7.

Next Door to Poatoffic

THE CLOVIS NEWS

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FARM GAS TRACTOR j STOMACH

GAS, INDIGESTION

I

;

'Tape's

tty"',J

fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.

TP

Mh ay

nv0

Diapepsin"

Time It! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No Indigestion, heart
burn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Papa's Diapepsin Is noted for its
speed In regulating upset stomachs,
It Is the surest, quickest and most cer
tain indigestion remedy in the wbolo
world, and besides It is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
t
case of Pope's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach
right Don't keep on being miserable
life is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest it; en
Joy It, without dread of rebellion In
the" stomach.
Pape t Diapepsin belongs In your
home anyway. Should one of the family eat something which doesn't agree
with them, or in case W an attack of
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, It Is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.
fifty-cen-

"

Breaking Virgin
by tha United fltatos Department of .ftrtculturi'.)
Tho rapid progress whlrh has boon

(Prepared

occurring in tho development of the
farm gas tractor and too constantly
Increasing number of won who are
purchasing or contemplating the purchase of one of thoBe outfits seem to
warrant the issuing of some Information with rcgurd to a feature concerning which there Is considerable
I. e., the power ratings of

tractors.
Nearly everyone knows the definition of "horse power" as given In
school arithmetics, etc., namely, "tha
power roquirod to raise a wotght of
33,000 pounds to a height of one foot
In one minuto."
As this Is a definite,
fixed unit of power, one would natur
ratrally suppose that the
ings of two tractors would be a logical
and reliable means of comparing their
ability to perform work; that a tractor
rated at 30 horse power on tho drawbar would bo fwlce as powerful and
capable of doing twice as much work
as one rated at 15 horse power on the
drawbar, for example. This supposition would be correct but for the fact
that there has been no definite standard usod In ascertaining the horse
power develnptd by tractors and the
percentage of ibe power actually developed, which should bo taken for
their catalogue rating. The various
have followed tholr
manufacturers
own Judgment In tho matter, and as
a result several methods of rating are
being used, with a consequent lack of
uniformity.
It Is because of this fact that at
the present time It Is quite common to
And two tractors doing practically the
same amount of work and clearly of
about equal power although with widely different catalogue ratings.
It Is
obvious that either the outfit with a
low catalogue rating has been underrated by its manufacturer or that the
second machine has been overrated, or
perhaps both have occurred. It would
seem advisable, therefore, that steps
be taken to bring about a standard
rule for ascertaining and designating
the horse power of tractors. It Is not
so Important, perhaps, what particular method It followed so long as
the same method is used by all manufacturers, thus avoiding having machines of the same power given such
varying ratings.
A movement is already on foot In
the department to bring about the
adoption of some standard. Until one
has been decided upon and adopted, it
Is suggested .that farmers. In comparing different makes of tractors, should
give particular attention to the number of plows pulled and the amount of
work done by the various machines,
and that less attention be paid to the
catalogue ratings.
When outfits can be soen working
Ide by side, as at the tractor demonstrations which are bolng held throughout the country, the amount of work
done in of more value In comparing
the relatlvo power than are tbo manufacturers' ratings, unless exactly the
aame method has been used in each
case.
The term "broke" or "belt" horse
power mean exactly the same thing
and are used to denote the amount
of power which the engine will develop and transmit to a belt for stationary work, such as threshing. This
amount of power may be computed by
different formulas or may bo ascertained definitely by actual measurement with a pror.er apparatus. Tills
accounts for sop.e of the lack of uniformity In ratings.
Some companies
carefully measure tho amount of power developed by each engine before
It leaves the factory and then give
ticlr engine a catalogue rating equivalent to Its maximum power output;
others will deduct a certain amount
from tho minimum horse power as
ascertained and rate their engine at
various percentages of this figure in
order to be on the safe side, and to
underrate their outfit rather than overrate it, whllo some companies do not
measure the amount of power the engine actually develops, but compute
It. With the dlamoter of cylinder, the
length of stroke, and tho number of
revolutions per minute known, the
horse power which will be developed
V an engine can be computed with a
talr degree of accuracy, although there
re a number of formulas usod, severs! of which give somewhat different
horse-powe-

results.

CRANE

MISERY

Soil In Montana.

tractor pulling two plows at two miles
an hour will do the same amount of
work as one pulling one plow and trav
eling at four miles an hour, other conditions being equal, and the horse
power developed at the drawbar is the
samo, because the element of time en
ters Into tho determination of horse
power. The slowor any given tractor
is geared to move the greater will be
the load which it can pull at the drawbar, as It pulls It less rapidly. The
amount of work done and the total
amount of power exerted will remain
practically the same.
It Is obvious that In the cose men
tlonod the tractor pulling one plow
and running twice as fast as the one
pulling two plows must move its own
weight over the ground twice as mauy
times as will the other tractor. If the
weight of the two tractors is the same,
it will be seen that twice as much
power has been expended In moving
the weight of the
tractor
as has been used by the one of low
speed.
A great many furmers find It diffi
cult to understand why a tractor of,
say, ten horse power at the drawbar
will not pull as heavy a load as will
ten horses.
This Is not because a
mechanical horse power is less than
the amount of power developed by a
horse, but is bocauBe of the fact that
a horse has an enormous overload capacitythat is, a great deal Btronger
pull than he should normally mala
tain hour after hour.
A tractor, however, has very little
overload capacity whon pulling its normal load. Thus, if a tractor with a
drawbar rating of ten horse power
pulling Its normal loud of plows un
aer average condition should strike a
particularly bard spot where the draft
was double for a few minutes it would
stall; while ten horses under similar
conditions
could readily
Increase
their pull sufficient to meet the tn
creased draft
From this It will be seen that in
cases where the draft will vary (and
this occurs In practically all kinds of
farm work because of grades, soil va
riation, etc.) the load which a tractor
will handle satisfactorily Is that which
It can pull up the steepest grade or
through the toughest soil in the field.
This load may be only halt of what It
can pull under more favorable conditions in the aame field.
It will also
be apparent that the working load of
a tractor under ordinary farm condltions is considerably less than the
normal load for Its drawbar equivalent
in horses, that is, a tractor of ten
horse power on the drawbar will not
roll, except under constantly favorable conditions, the load which a ten- horse team would normally pull. The
difference might be said to be entirely In the overload capacity of these
two prime movers.
With a tractor
its maximum power Is practically its
normal power because It Is capable of
pulling this load continuously but can
not carry anything In excess of this.
On the other hand, the horse's nor
mal load Is much less than what he
con do In an emergency.
Until a definite authoritative standard of rating tractors has been adopted. It is recommended that farmers
when comparing different 'makes of
tractors pay more attention to ths
amount of work actually done under
like conditions and with practically
tho same funl consumption than to the
catalogue ratings.
high-spee-

Joke en Her.
"My wife gave a reception yester
day."
"Did you attend?"
"Yea; I played a practical Joke on
her. I got In line when she was re
ceiving sud before she know It she
was smiling and Baying shu was glad
to see me.
Missouri Mule.

ENORMOUS

V

self-prop-

have used Swamp Root more or less
this last few years, ami hsve always got
great relief. About three mourns ago 1
severe pains
with
was taken down
through the hnck and limns, 1 was very
neivous and was very rentlena st night.
I heenn tnkinir
your Swamp-Roo- t
and
before I used s half buttle, I felt great
relief, and I kont on taking: it until I be
gun to tcel myself aiiain. I nave recommended
it to my neighbors and
friends, and several of them infiirmed ma
that thev havs been sreatlv benefited bv
for
uxing it. I cannot say enough
Swainp-Ron- t,
and I heartily recommend
Kidney
it for
trouble and Rheumatism.
You have my consent to publish this
statement. I am 77 years old. Dr. Kil
has saved my life.
mtr's Swamp-Rno- t
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SLUGGISH BOWELS
No

sick headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation
by morning.

Quite Appropriate.
"I have a good stabbing story."
"Then we'll illustrate It with pie tt;
of cuts."

an example of

decorative art never
equaled in the history of cake decoratingan example of
deliciousness, lightness and wholesome-nes- s
that would be a
pride to any housewife. It is

BAKING

POWDER

r

This
Although the Truss Boom of This Locomotive Crane la 85 Feet In Length,
the Machine Is No More Dlffienlt to Operate Than an Ordinary Steam
Shovel.

TOOK AWAY HIS NERVE

Frightful Accident Averted Only by a
Lucky Chance Gave Him a Distaste for ths Work Which He
Could Not Overcome.
The little group at the club were
llscussing the part that chance plays
in our lives. Anecdote followed anecdote, and at last someone said to
Weedon, the great banker, who happened to be one of the party:
"I have often heard, you speak of
tho time when you were a railroad
man. Was It chance that led you to
Klve It up?"

between, called Porter's, and
a long siding; but there wasn't another agent or telegrapher, and this.
you know, was before the days of
double tracks or automatic block signals.
"Things went smoothly at first. I
had already met a few nice people at
Wlnsor, and the train crews were all
friendly. The chief dispatcher, Harmon, at division headquarters a hundred miles down the line, helped me
all he could, too.
"One black May night be called me
at about eleven. Tell Bryan to take
Porter's siding and let McCluskey by
with an extra coa". train,' was'hls message. So I set my light red against
Bryan's train, the night freight westward, and soon I beard It come slowly
Into the yard. I had the order all
ready for Bryan, the conductor, to
take and algn for; and I waited there
rather Impatiently while the engineer
made up bis train. Harmon called
me: 'Have you got Bryan's signa
half-wa- y

ture?
"No, they're still drilling cars.'

world-famou-

Wilson-Ga-

mm

County of Los Anseles I
It
On this 30th dnv of Jsntmrv A. IJ. IBIS.
"I was very proud of my promotion
to ths
LvHia P. Huminin. subscribed
Wlnsor, for I got
above statement and made oath that ths to be dispatcher at
It after less than a year at the teleand fart.
amt is true in suli-t-mGRACE W. FRYK.
graph key. Wlnsor was a thriving
Notary Publie.
little city, with some factories and a
Will Do For Yob lively distributing trade, and the yards
Prove What Swsmp-RoSend ten cents to Dr. Kilmer k Co., were always busy. There was a pine
ntnghamton, N. i ., for a sample tn botYou will barren west of us, almost without a
tle. It will convince anvone.
also receive a booklet of valuable infor house for fifteen miles of upgrade;
mation, telhns about tht kidneys and blad
and I had to give trains their orders
der. When writina. be sure and mention
this paper. Regular fiftv eent tnd one-doll- clear through to where the e coal lands
miles
sire bottles for sale at all dnic began, at Grldley, twenty-fivstores. Adv.
away. There was a turpentine catr.p

Her Choice.
'Your daughter," said Mrs. Oldcaatla
after bolng conducted through the
newly furnished wing of the magnifi
cent palace occupied by the Billingtons, "has such a splendid vocabulary."
Do you think so?" her hostess re
plied. "Joslah wanted to get her one
of them escritoires, but I made up my
mind right at the start that a vocabu
lary would look better In a room fur
nlshed like hers Is, even if It didn't
cost quite so much."

Wedding
Cake

CALUMET

"It's rather a long story," replied
the bsnker, "but It falls in so pat with
our conversation that I think I'll tell

147 W. 4!Hh

The
President's

Another
Testimonial
for

KIDNEY PAINS
I

POWER

A locomotive crane provided with a swinging boom having a length of 85
feet, which is approximately 2V4 time as long as the car upon which It is
mounted, has recently been constructed, says Popular Mechanics Magazine,
Although built more especially for
long reaches than for hoisting exceptionally heavy loads, the machine
is capable of lifting a weight of 35
tons when the truss is extended only
A
slightly forward. It Is used for general purposes, such as loading and
unloading coal, crushed stone and
sand, which la done by means ot an
ordinary clamshell bucket, and, with
a heavy lifting magnet attached to
its cables, may be employed in handling Burap iroi). It is
ling, and crane and engine cab may
r.SKf.S
be revolved in a complete circle
likewise operated at uny point.
terlal beyond reach Is dragged in
'SiJLS.S
by the boom line.

RAILROAD MAN TELLS WHY HE
QUIT THE BUSINESS.

HOW TO RELIEVE

Get a
box now.
Turn the rascals out the headache.
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
out
and keep them out with
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Ccscarot row and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomUSING A SEPARATOR
ach.
Don't put In another day of distress.
IN SEVERE WEATHER Let Cascsrets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
Milk Should Not Bs Allowed to and carrv out all the constipated
waste matter and poison In the
Cool Cold Skim Milk Is Not
bowels. Then you will feel great
A Casraret
straightens yon
Good for the Calves.
out by morning,. They work white
you sleep. A
box from
The milk should be strained at once any drug store- - means a clear head,
after milking while still warm. If al- sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
lowed to cool the separator is likely and bowel action for months. Chilto clog, and too much fat la lost In dren love Cascarets because they
tho skim milk, and the cold skim milk sever gripe or sicken. Adv.
when fed to the calves Is likely to
cause scours and Indigestion.
The United States last year Im
During the cold weather, pour a lit
27,562,301 pounds of black and
tie hot water into tho vtparator Just ported
white pepper, valuod at $2,862,665.
before separation.
This warms the
separator parts, thereby preventing
Tea smiles for a nickel. Always bny Red
clogging and obtaining close aknnminf Cross
Hag Blue;
have beautiful, clcai
at once.
white vlulhes. Adv.

Can for Grub Worms.
the power o two
In comparing
When digging the garden have
tractors the speed at which they, are
motsd must always be considered. A tin can near by for the grub worms

HAS

I

wired back.
"Finally the train came slowly up
toward my window. I picked up the
orders, but was surprised to bear the
sudden clank and Jerk as the engineer
pulled out the throttle. 'He's got cars
to drill In tre upper yard,' I thought.
e
So I ran out and waited for the
lights to appear. 'Mnybe Prynn
will be on the steps,' thought I; and I
held the orders up as the caboose approached. Not a soul there! As the
caboose flew bv, I shrieked; I ran af
ter It; I stooped for a stone to thow.
lost my balance, and fell while the
train went out with
speed Into the black pine wilderness
"Stunned and bruised. I picked my
self up and Tan to my kev. 'Order out
the wrecker!' I telegraphed Harmun.
'Bryan left against block without stop
ping.'
"Gentlemen, you can Itiaglne tho
next hour In that quiet, lonely little
room. A score of times I saw that
havy coal train coming down the
grade out of the mountains and plumping head-oInto the climbing way
Why I didn't take to the
freight.
wcods, I don't know. I got up to
run a dozen times, but something held
me to my key.
"Suddenly I heard a whistle. 'The
wrecker!' I said .to myself; 'but It's
'oo soon for that and It's the wrong
llrectlon.
That's toward Porter's.
Thank Ocd It must be Bryan's train
"tacking In.' I leaned far out ot the
Indow; there was the blase of a

hcurillght up the line. I set the block
against them; slowly the long coal
train drew up along the platform, and
1 saw McCluskey drop off the train.
"McCluskey was no ghost. He was
chap. 'What's
a powerful,
up?' he- said, as he came In. All 1
could reply was, 'How did you gel
here? Those were Bryan's orders,
and be didn't take them;' and handed him the sheets that Bryan should
have stopped for.
"I shall never forget his face.
see It yet, with
sudden whiteness
like flour or lime, coming over It; and
I Jumped up and caught blm Juat at
ho keeled over. Pretty soon he came
to. 'Say, boy!' were his first words
'Bryan was on Porter's siding. We
went through there sixty miles an
hour,' and off be went again. That
timer I had to work over him.
"Next day I went to headquarters-Bryaand his engineer swore they
had a clear signal, and that I must
have been asleep. Luckily, Harmon
could testify that I was awake, and
bad answered him that I bad set the
signal against Bryan. For some reason I never understood, Bryan's flagman told the truth. Bryan had gone
to sleep, and so had hla engineer; and
a young fireman, who was learning to
rnn the machine, had the throttle.
When the truth came out, he testified
that he was having trouble with the
gange ai he started out, back In the
yards, and never thought of the signal
at all. For the first time In weeks,
they had a car to leave at Porter's
siding; and to set it on the spur they
had to back completely off the main
line. The flagman heard McCluskey's
train coming, threw the switch sc that
It would not take the aiding, and It
flew by without an Inkling of the fate
that It bad missed.
"That, gentlemen, Is why I gave up
railroading."
red-face-
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Cake was made
by Mrs. Marian Cole

Fisher and Miss

Pansy Bowen, both
well known Domestic

Science Experts

Calumet BakingPow- der was u sed because
both these experts
use it exclusively in
their work and know
it is the purest, the

safest, the most

wholesome and eco
nomical to use.
k) do millions of
housewives who use
it every bakeday so
will you if you try it
on the things hardest
to bake.
Send your name and
address for free recipe and history of
tne Wedding Cake.
Then bake one just
like it yourself.

ft

High
A
wis
World', Pan FooJ F.mw
m'ioiu, Chitmtm anrf PmriM

Calumet
Bakin g PowderCo,
Chicago
Gold handled by a

dentist is always

at a premium.
He happy. Use Red Cmsa Bis nine:
much
thnn liquid blue. Delights
ths laundress. All grocers. Adv.

There

Is nothing Insignificant
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OUMn Tot WisM
"Safety First" In Railroading.
During 1915 we bad occasion to die 6 Pissingir,
cuss the partial showing of Increased
efficiency and greater safety In passenger train management, as dis- and Starter, 25 H. P.
Pllmbori M to 10 ssllm oa I gating
closed in reports covering accidents Oraattst billI0.uo
mllM oo on scl of llrr.
Speedometer, one matt nobslr top,
and fatalities for less than annua) EmuIIii.
le
In. wlieol l,w, 8H3H Inch Upm, wtlRht I At
"safety-firstperiods. The spread oi the
or Colorado,
Iluirllnlnr
Rraiuls. MH.TZ
Wyoming
sud WaMoraMsliraaka.
Idea was clearly to be seen in
THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO.
the reduced figures, and, coincident
HueeeMim to Uilurs4v Uortenar Ou.
with this, as we pointed out at the 1S3S-4- 4 BROADWAY
DENVER, COLO.
time, the large expenditures to which
AGENTS WANTED
railway lines were putting them
solves for Improved equipments. The
complete record for that year, now
shown in the official flgrres, provci
that equipment and efficiency, both co
operating toward the desired ond ol
"safety first," have made It practically
certain that the appalling records
made by American railway lines In
earlier years In comparison with those
A Rider Xgenl Wanted In Each
of Europe, are things of the past
Town lor lha
t
St Louis

lriKnOfi
UOJ

t-I-

Risked Life te Save Deer.
The constant effort put forth by the
forestry service of the United States
to coiiBervo the wild folk of the forests never was better Illustrated than
in the report which has reached Cin
cinnati from Halley, Idaho. Ilalley is
near the Sawtooth forest, which Is supervised by U. S. Benedict of the
service. Two deputy game war,
dens, John Devaney and J. B.
hearing of the desperate plight
of a number of snowbound deer, actually risked, their lives to go to the
aid of the deer, and later requisitioned
Uncle Sam for hay to ford the starving
animals until such a time as they
could recover their strength and be
turned loose to forage for themselves,
Cincinnati Times-Star- .

tor-cstr-y

Cum-mlngs-

The Truth Ooxea Out
"Don't vou believe it" said tha
eyed man who occasionally lnta nut
an audible thought
"Don't believe what?" aabrf th
party who was afflicted with the rubber habit
"That a female of the aocin
hn
has made up ber mind to marry waits
ror leap year to show up on the calendar before she Dronoses." ranllil ih
noisy thinker.

Henderson "4"
and fha

Pope Motorcycles
as or Rider Aient, ton bis ban on of
thete bliheat trpe Mottircrrlaa
ipeslal low
terms. Turn roar pare Una IBM proBt sad
let na help run do so. Wrllatodafforoarneo,
unsnsl oSer and free uplaaatoiy boot lata
Bscky Nosnlsls Motorcycle Ctrssny
IS I O Brasdway
Daavar, CaM.
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Liquor and Drug Addictions
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Hired bv a anemiA..
The only pl.ee in Colorado where the
bcnuine Keelcv Remedies are administered.

Ena7.att,
W. N.
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THE CLOVIS
dog that was only faintly reminiscent
of a collie, was watching them
The old man accelerated bis pace,
sniffing eagerly as be neared the fire.
Mussels!" be muttered ecstatically
"Mussels! And ain't that a crab,
Alnt that a crab? My, my.
you boys are good to your old grand-s- i
ro."
who was apparently of the
same age as Edwin, grinned.
"AH you want. Oranser. I got four."
The old man's palsied eagerness
was pitiful. Sitting down In the cand
aa quickly aa bis stiff limbs would let
htm, he poked a large mussel from the
coals. The heat bad forced Its shells
apart, and the meat, salmon colored,
Between
cooked.
waa thoroughly
thumb and forefinger. In trembling
the morsel
haste,
he caught
and carried It to bla mouth. But it was
too hot, and the next moment was violently ejected. The old man spluttered
with the pain, and tears ran out of bis
eyes and down his cheeks.
The boya wore true savages, possessing only the cruel humor of the savage. To them the Incident waa excruciatingly funny, and they 'jurst Into
danced up and
loud laughter.
down, while Edwin rolled gleefully on
the ground. The boy with the boats
came running to Join in the fun.
"Set 'em to cool, Edwin, set 'em to
cool," the old man besought. In the
midst of his grief, making no attempt
to wipe away the tears that atill flowed
from his eyes. "And cool a crab, Edwin, too. You know your grandslre
likes crabs."
From the coals a great sizzling.
which proceeded from the many mussels bursting open their she'ls and exuding their moisture. They were large
Hhullllsh, running from three to six
Inches In length. The boys raked tbem
out with Btlcks and placed them on a
large piece of driftwood to cool.
"When I was a boy we did not laugh
at our elders; we respected tlem."
The boys took no notice, and Oranser continued to babble an Incoherent
But
flow of complaint and censure
this time he wat more careful, and did
not burn bis mouth. Ail began to eat,
using nothing but their bands and
making loud mouth noises and lip
smackings. The third boy, who was
s'.yly doposlted a pinc't
called Hare-Lip- ,
of sand on r mussel the ancient waa

me
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look and see

CHAPTER I.

Oranser and the Boys.
Ttia way led along what bad once
been the embankment of a railroad.
But no train had run upon It for many
years.
The forest on either aide
welled up the slopes of the embankment and crested across It In a green
wave of trees and bushes. The trail
was aa narrow as a man's body, and
runwas no more than a
way. Occasionally, a piece or rusty
Iron, showing through the forest mold,
advertised that the rail and the ties
In one place a
still remained.
tree, bursting through at a con
section, bad lifted the end of a rail
clearly Into view. The tie had evidently followed the rail, held to It by the
pike long enough for Its bed to be
filled with gravel and rotten leaves,
o that now the crumbling, rotten
timber thrust Itself up at a curious
slant Old as the road was, It was
manifest that It bad been of the monorail type.
An old man and a boy traveled along
this runway. They moved slowly, for
the old man was very old, a touch
of palsy made bis movements tremulous, and be leaned heavily upon his
talf. A rude skullcap of goatskin
protected his bead from the sun. From
beneath this fell a scant fringe of
hair. A visor.
stained and
InKenlousty made from a large leaf.
shielded his eyes, and from under this
he peered at the way of bis feet
on the trail. His board, which should
but which showed the
be
same weather wear and camp stain
aa his hair, fell nearly to his waist
His arms
In a gTeat tangled mass.
and legs, withered and skinny, betokened extreme age, as well aa did
their sunburn and scars and scratches
betoken long years of exposure to the
elements.
The boy, who led the way, checking
the eagerness of bis muscles to the
slow progress of the elder, likewise
wore a single garment a ragged-edgepiece of bearskin, with a bole In the
middle through which be had thrust
He could not have been
bhiyhead.
than twelve years old. Tucked
i
coquettlshly over one ear was the
freshly covered tall of a pig. In one
bow
band be carried a medium-sizeand arrow. On his back was a quiverful of arrows. From a sheath banging about his neck on a thong projected the battered handle of a hunting knife. He was as brown aa a
berry, and walked softly, with almost
a catlike tread In marked contrast
with his sunburned skin were his
blue, deep blue, but keen and
eye
sharp a a pair of gimlets. They
seemed to bore Into all about him In
a way that was habitual. As he went
along he amelled things, as well, his
distended, quivering nostrils carrying
to bis brain an endless series of messages from the outside world Also,
bla bearing was acute, and had been
so trained that It operated automatically.
Suddenly he became alertly tense.
Sound, sight, and odor had given bim
a simultaneous warning, ills hand
went back to the old man, touching
bim, and the pair stood stilt. Ahead,
at one side of the top of the embankment, arose a crackling sound, and the
boy's gate was fixed on the tops of the
agitated bushes.. Then a large bear,
a grlzily, crashed Into view, and likewise stopped abruptly, at sight of the
humans. He did not like them, and
growled querulously. Slowly the boy
fitted the arrow to the bow, and slowHut
ly be pulled the bowstring taut
be never removed his eyes from the
bear. The old man peered from under
bla green leaf at the danger, and stood
few
For
aa quietly aa the boy
soconds this mutual scrutinizing went
on; then, the bear betraying a growing
Irritability, the boy, with a movement
of bla head, tndlcnted that the old
man must atop aside from the trail
The
and go down the embankment.
boy followed, going backward, still
holding the bow taut and ready They
waited, till a crashing among the
bushes from the opposite side of the
embankment told them that the bear
had gone on. The boy grinned as
he led back to the trail.
"A big un, Grnnser," he chuckled.
The old man shook his head.
O'They get thicker every duy," he
complained In a thin, undefendable
"Who'd have thought Id
falsetto.
live to see tho time when a man would
be afraid of bis life on the way to the
ClifT house? When I waa a boy, Edwin, mon and women and little babies
used to come out here from San Francisco by tens of thousands on a nice
day. And there weren't any bears
then. No, sir. They used to pay
money to look at them In cages, they
were that rare."
"What la money, Oranser?"
Before the old man could answer.
ih. hnv recollected and triumphantly
.i.nri hla hand Into a noucn under
bla bearskin and pulled forth a battered and tarnished silver dollar. Tbe
old nun's eyes glistened, aa he held
tbe coin close to tbem.
"You
"J cant see," he muttered.
wild-anlm-

ten-Inc-

dirty-whit-

111

e

I

snow-whit-

wpiCATr

it you can make out the

date, Edwin."
The boy laughed
"You're a great Oranser," he cried
delighted, "always making believe
them little marks mean something."
The old man manifested an accustomed chagrin as he brought the coin
back again close to his own eyes.
"2012," be shrilled, and then fell
"That was
to cackling grotesquely.
the year Morgan tho Fifth waa appointed president of the United States
It must
by the board of magnates.
have been one of the last coins minted,
for the Scarlet Death came in 2013.
Lord! Lord! think of It! Sixty years
ago, and I am the only person alive
today that lived In those times. Where
did you find It. Edwin?"
The boy. who had been regarding
bim with the tolerant curlousness
one accords to the prattllngs of the
answered promptly:
He found
"I got It off
It when we waa berdin' goats down
near San Jose last spring.
said It was money. Ain't you hungry,
Oranaer?"
The ancient caught his staff In a
tighter grip and urged along the trail,
his old eyes shining greedily.
"I hope Hare Lip's found a crab . , .
or two," he mumbled. "They're good
eating, crabs, mighty good eating
when you've no more teeth and you've
got grandsons that love tbolr old
grandslre and make a point of catch
ing crabs for bim. When I waa a

Hoo-Ho-

feeble-minde-

Hoo-Ho-

Hoo-Ho- o

boy"

But Edwin, suddenly stopped by
what be saw, was drawing the bowfitted arrow. He bad
string on

d

Crashed Into View.

a Grizzly

d

carrying to his mouth; and when the
grit of It bit Into the old fellow's mu
cons membrane and turns, the lough
ter was again uproarious. He was un
aware thnt a Juke had been played on
him and spluttered and spat until Kd
win, relenting, gave him a gourd of
Ith which to wash" out
fresh water
his mouth.
"Where's them crabs,
Edwin demanded. "Granger's set upon
having a snnck "
Again Grans:r's eyes burned with
greediness as a large crab was handej
to him. It was a shell with legti and
all complete, but the meat had long
With shaky fingers
Blnce departed.
and babblings of anticipation, the old
man broke o. a leg and found it filled
with emptiness.
he walled.
"The oruba.
"Tho crnbs?"
"I was fooling. Grander. They aln'l
no crabs. I never found one."
(TO UK rONTINUKII.)
Hoo-Hoo?-"

Hoo-Hoo?- "

Disappearing In Smoke.
wur correspondent of the Rotterdam Courant reports observing a new
method of conceullng airships Jn the
vicinity of Routers.
He says he was watching German
avlutors who were being shelled by
French artillery when suddenly the
aeroplane disappeared In the midst of
cloud which
a huge
was too large to be the result of an explosive.
He continued to watch the aeroplanes and noticed that they produced
a similar cloud of smoke the moment
they were subjected to bombardment,
and In a tew momenta, thanka to this
cloud, they became perfectly Invisible
and made it Impossible for tbe gunners to aim at the machine, "
A

I
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If tongue
Mother!
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs."

Look,
No

War Tax on Land Embargo
on Shipment of Live Stock
Removed.

During tbe prevalence of the foot
disease In aome portions of
the United Stales, an embargo was
shipment
placed upon Inter-statThis also had an effect upon ship
ments to Canada, and necessarily an
embargo was placed upon (hem mak
ing It almost impossible for upwards
of a year to ship cattle Into Canada
from tbe United Stales. This was especially hard on the settler. As a re
Bull, Western Canada lost a number ol
settlers, they being unable to , take
their live stock with them. Canada is
practically free from horse and cattle
diseases, and the wlnh of the authorl
ties Is to keep it so.
Recently, though, an order has been
Issued by the Department of Agriculture, removing tbe embargo, and settlers are now tree to take In tbe num
ber of bead of horses or cattlo that are
permitted by the Customs authorities
and the freight regulations. This will
be welcome news to those whose Intention It Is to move to Canada, taking
with them stock that they have had In
their possession for six months, and
which It is the intention to use on land
thnt they will farm In the Provinces
of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta
There are thousands of splendid
homesteads of 160 acres each In any
of these provinces, that may be nad
en
upon the payment of a
try fee and fulfilling the requisite liv
duties. These
Ing and cultivation
lands are well adapted to the growing
of all the small grains, and besides
having an abundance of grass, and suf
nclent shelter, they are well adapted
to the raising of stock!
If one prepares to purchase land,
there could bo no better time than the
presont. Prices are low. and particulars may be had from any of the land
compnnles. of which thero are several,
or from the Canadian Pacific and Ca
nadlan Northern railways, whose hold
lugs are In the older settled districts
and whose terms are exceedingly easy
to the settler. What these lands will
do In the matter of production cannot
be more strongly emphasized than In
reading tho reports of the crops
throughout all parts of the Canadian
West In 1915. Yields of 60. CO. and as
lilgh as 70 bushels of wheat to the
acre were numerous, while reports of
yields of from 30 to 46 bushels per
acre were common. Oats as high as
ISO bushels per acre are reported, 60
and 60 bushels per acre being ordl
nary. The prices realized by farmers
have placed most of them on "easy
e

ten-doll-

Cincinnati

Girl

Years

Masquerades

in Costume

foi

of

a Man.
WON'T WEAR DRESSES
Hospital Authorities Amazed at Female Saloon Porter Who Scorn
Sklrta Gets Into Fight
Man.
With

Throw Off Colds and Prevent Grip.

t,n. Ink. I.AXA
vk.h ... . ni n.il Nimln,
It
i.c oj
TIVH IlKllMO gl'I.NINB
......
Lu'n ini i, rip vni.y ...... ....... .v
a. W UUtVK SBliiiAiarvoBbum.ua

bmb n

brown-colore-

Reasonable.
Knleker What Is a pessimist?
Honker A man who belioves the
snow always drifts on his side of tbe

street.
Annrenrlata Elaeulatlon.
"Here somebody saya that Insanity
ts caused by bad teeth.
"By gum!"

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothlna- - else cleanses tbe tender
stomach, liver and bowels ao nicely.
A child slmDly will not stop playing
to amntv the bowels, and tne result la
they become tightly clogged with.
waste, liver cets sluggish, stomacn
sours, (ben your little on become
,
reverlsn, floo i eai,
cross,
sleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
system full of cold, bas sore throat,
stomach-achor diarrhoea.
Listen.
Mother! See If tongue Is coated, then
give a teaspoonful
of "Oaltfornla
Rvrnn nf Flas." and In a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out or the sya
tern, and you have a well child agnln.
Millions of mothers civa "California
Syrup of Figs" because It ts perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it never falls to act on tbe stomach, liver
and bowels.
bottia
Ask at the store for a
ot "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for bableii. cnuarea
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
half-sick-

e

Cincinnati. "I'll not be a woman.
They can t make me. I'll rot in Jail
before I stand for It." Such is the determination of Frances (alias "Freddie"! Frey. whoso arrest bere dis
closed the fact that for year abe bad
been posing as a man.
If It had not beon for trouble in a
saloon where the girl was employed as
porter, she could have kopt up ber
masquerade Indefinitely. But she got
into a fight with a man, and she did
tho womanly thing. She fainted. Then
she was taken to the General hospital
and tbe aecret of ber sex was dls- cloaod. Before abe appeared In police
court she was made to put on skirts
the first she bad worn In a lifetime,
with tbe exception of those few years
when all babiea wear such things.
Must Wear Petticoata.
The Cincinnati police have Insisted
that Frances wear petticoata for two
reasons; first, because the law doea
not permit a woman to wear man's
clothes; aecond, the masculine notions
of Frances are to be transformed to
feminine notions, and tbe wearing of
dresses baa been decided upon a the
first step.
"What! I wear that Junk?" she ex
claimed when the police matron pre
sented her with some woman s attire.
I suppose next you'll be making me
wear hate with feathers in them and
shoes with high heels and corsets. Not
on your life!"
But the minions of the law insisted
gently and firmly, and so Frances Frey
made ber first step back iuto the per
sonality of a womun. It was
halting, stumbling stop. She actually
tripped over her skirt, and she blushed
as any man would who bad suddenly
been condemned to petticoats.
Tho unwillingness of the girl to have
hor personality remodeled by the hos
pital authorities ,n recognized as offering a big problem.
"It Is an interesting experiment,"
said the superintendent, ''and ao far as
We
I know It is without precedent.
shall have to develop our own meth
ods. Physically. Frances Is a perfect
woman. Our task is to persuade ber
to be a woman mentally."
Frances Not Convinced.
'But why should I be a woman?
asks the girl. "As a man I can got
more kinds of Jobs and better pay.
And I can do a man's work. Besides,
I have been a good citiien and I've

Lately there have appeared articles
States news
papers to the effect that there was con
scrlptlon In Canada, or that such
law was likely to be put Into effecC
We have It from the highest authority
In the Dominion that there Is no truth
Sir Robert Borden
In the statement.
at the opening of Canadian parliament
on Jnnuury 17th. Bald:
"In tho first few months of the war
I clearly
stated that there would not
be conscription In Canada. I repeat
that statement today."
This statement should sot at rest
the conscription talk that has been so
freely used to Influence those who may
ho considering settling In Canada during the war.
It has also been said that there was
a war tax on land. Hon. Dr. Roche
Minister of the Interior, over hla own
signature has denied this, and the pre
mlers of the different provinces Join
In saying "such a report Is absolutely
untrue, and has no foundation what
ever In fact, nor la there likely ever
o be any such tax upon land in
Canada."
The general prosperity of Western
Canada farmers and business Institu
tlona la such that Canada la well able
to take care of the extra warexpensea
without any direct war taxation. This
has been well Illustrated by the mag
illlcont response to the Dominion Got
8ha Blushed as Any Man Would.
nrnmcnt's recent bond Issue, which
was more than doubly subscribed for
never done any wrong. Why all this
within the first eight hours of Its be
fuss because I waut to dress like a
public.
to
offered
ing
the
man?'
(The above appears aa an advertise
It one looks carefully into the fuce
mont and is paid for by the Dominion of Francea Frey he will boo the worn
Government which authorizes Its pub an there
Yet hor hands are large
Mention.)
from handling barrels of hecr ami doHer walk is
ing other hard labor.
Exceeded Instructions.
llin heavy kind, such as one sees m
My little granddaughter was Invited persons whoso worll requires tUem to
to lunch at a neighbor's. She Is rath tarry heavy luudn.
er notional In her eating. On leaving
"I'm doing a man's part, ' she says,
I said to her:
"Now. If there Is any
not going to make uie
ami tliiy'i-thing put on your piate that you do a woman. 1 Jubt won i uo u woman,
Just
not like, don't say anything.
lli.it a all."
eat a little of It If you can. but make
no remarks."
TREASURE II. OLD CHEST
On her reum she said: "Grandma,
there was a dish thnt I don't like
I didn't want the folks to
While Arrano'eg tar Sola of Man'l
(beans).
Ef.eeio a Little Roll of $1,C00
know that I didn't like ihem, so 1 ale
ia Discovered.
two dishes." Exchange.
In a number of United

Then a Large Bear

FEMININE LIFE

GAIiADA

street."

paused on the brink of a crevasse In
tho embankment. An ancient culvert
had here washed out, and the stream,
no longer confined, had cut a passage
through the fill. On the opposite side,
the end of a rail projected and overhung. It ahnwed rustlly through the
creeping vinos which overran It. Beyond, crouching by a bush, a rabbit
looked across at him In trembling hesitancy. Fully fifty feet waa the distance, but the arrow flashed true;
and the transfixed rabbit, crying out
In sudden fright and hurt, struggled
painfully away Into the brush. The
boy hlmseir was a flush of brown Blcln
and flying fur aa he bound-- ri down
the steep wall of the gap and up the
other side. His lean muscles were
springs of steel that released Into
graceful and efficient action. A hundred feet beyond, In a tangle of bushes, ho overtook the wounded creature,
knocked Its head on a convenient
tree trunk and turned It over to Uran-se- r
to carry.
"Rabbit Is good, very good." the
ancient quavered, " but when It comes
to a toothsome delicacy I prefer crab.
When I was a boy "
"Why do you say so much that
ain't got no sense?" Edwin Impatiently Interrupted the other's threatened
gurrulousness.
"What I want to know," Edwin continued, "Is why you call crab 'toothsome delicacy'! Crab is crab, ain't It?
No one I never heard calls It such
funny things."
Tbe old man sighed but did not an
, swer. and they
moved on In silence.
I The
surf grew suddenly louder.
they emerged from the forest upon a
stretch of sand dunes bordering the
sea. A few goats were browsing
among the sandy hillocks, and a akin-claboy, aided by a wolfish looking

IS CHILD GROSS

10 USE FOR

CONSCRIPTION HAS

Hoo-Hoo- ?

SCMTPLAffi
P
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Hamburg, Ta. While preparations
tieins made for the sale of tUe
effects of Daniel Stoudt, an
lid c'uei t, supposed to bo empty, wai
iroiii tho gurrot. A rolling
i.HKii wus hoard, but ruuld not be lo
ur.til his son broko open with
ii ax what proved to be a secret
rn.ver. Ho was amazed at the glutei
. Kind, amounting to $8t)u, and othei
,n
and currency, totalling about
i.uoii. But' tor tbe noise tbe cheat
.u iU have been sold for a trifle.

were
al

Perfectly Apparent
"He boasts that be Is a sulfmuda
man.

Ho shouldn't.
It's unnecessary.
Anybody can see he's not the work of
an export.'

TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FALLING
Girls! Try Thisl Makes Hair Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
More itching Scalp.
Within ten minutes after an appli
cation of Danderlne you cannot find a
ingle trace of dandruff or falling hair
nd your scalp will not itch, but what
ill please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you see new
hair, fine and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all over the
scalp.
A little Danderlne Immediately dou
bles tbe beauty of your lialr. No dif
ference bow dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, Just moisten a cloth with,
draw It
Danderlne and carefully
through your hair, taking one email
strand at a time. The effect la areas- Ing your hair will be light, fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance ot
abundance; an Incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Oet a 25 rent bottle of Knowlton'a
Danderlne from any atore, and prove
that your hair Is as pretty and soft
as any that It has been neglected or
Injured by careless treatment that'a
all you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots of It It you wiU Just try a lit.
tie Danderlne. Adv.
Peraistent.
"Bo sure and got tbe right tooth,
doctor."
"Don't worry. I'll get It If I hava
to pull out every tooth In your head."
Life.

DRINK LOTS OF WATER
TO FLUSH THE KIDNEYS

Eat Less Meat and Take 8alts for
Backache or Bladder Trouble-Neutra- lize
Acids.
TJrlo acid In meat excites the kidneys, they become overworked; get
sluggish, ache, and feel like lumps ol
lead. The urine becomes cloudy; tha
bladder Is Irritated, and you may be
obliged to seek relief two or three
times during tbe night. When tho kidneys clog you must help them flush
off the body's urinous waste or you'll
be a real sick person shortly. At first
you feel a dull misery In the kidney
region, you suffer from backache, sick
houdacho, dizziness, stomach gets sour,
tongue coated and you reVI rheumatle
twinges when tbe weather ts bad.
Eat less meat, drink lots of water;
also get from any pharmacist four
ounces of Jad Salts; take a
In a glass of wator before
breakfast for a few days and your
kidneys will then act fine. This famous salts Is made from the acid of
grapes and lemon Juice, combined
with llthla. and hns been used for
leneratlons to clean clogged kidneys
i nd stimulate them to normal activity,
ilno to neutralize the acids in urine,
10 it no longer Is a eource of Irritation, thus endlnK bladder weakness.
.lad Sails Is Inexpensive, cannot
makes a delightful effervescent
drink which everyone
should take now and then to keep tha
idncys clean and active. Druggists
hero say they sell lots of Jad Salts to
y
oiks who bellnvu In overcoming
troublo while It Is only trouble.
table-spoonf-

e;

"thla-wato-

r

kid-"o-

dv.

The Pinch.
(to clubinate
First (iolfer
"

who has
Just been trimmed woefully) Well,
what's your handicap?
Second Colter Honesty, mostly!

Jrdge.
r
the
4a years
Adv.
bowels.
They regulate Uver and

Dr.
oriKinnt

ago.

l'ierre's Pleasant Telleta
little liver pilli put up

The Reason.
"It Is queer you did not notice bow
he wind waa howling last nlghU
"bo waa the baby."
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PREPAREDNESS

?
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Is the topic of the hour, and we believe in it. Consequently we are prepared
for the biggest spring season we ever had. Ytu'll find here the most complete stock of Ladies' Men's and Children's clothing, shoes and furnishings
in the southwest.

Entirely New Spring Fashions Just Received

HOSIERY
Each express brings new and exclusive designs in Fancy Hose for
Spring.
Artisto Hose for Ladies, in the
leading colors and stripes pure
- $1.25 and $1.50
silk
Hose for Men, guaranf
teed goods that needs no boost25c, 35c, 50c, 75c
ing to sell
Buster Brown Hose for Children,
good weights 15c, 20c, 25c, 35c
Hole-proo-

!

Handsome Suits in Black Checks, Broken Checks, Shepherd
Checks-- , Plain Colors, Bud Black. The most Stylish Suits in town.

$15.00

$31.75

for some; and others at prices up to

Just note the becoming Coat models that are pictured.

There are

many more in stock just as modish.
It's hard to fiure our how
showing to sell at such a lo

m

v

v

p

manure
;

ca

m ik

Dre.- -

Ttvv nut.

.

like the on-we ure
t to be appreciated.
s

om

SHOES

SPECIAL!!!

quite essential that unes footwenr be in keeping with the
prevailing mod - Our buyer ha supplied us with a complete
styles that is moderately priced and of extra
line of clas-Kood quality
$2.50 to $5.00
LADIES' SHOES
$3.00 to $6 00
MEN'S SHOES
CHILDREN'S SHOES
$.60 to $3 00

I'

is

....

y

2c

MOTOR CAPS
Beautiful Caps in durable Silks
and motor cloth, in checks, plaids
etc, with solid color brims
75c, $1.00 and $1.50

for Saturday and Monday
Only
Four Dz" W hite Waists in white, and
we: veg nnd colors. These are
rran b
n"i sprrg mod- U and sell regu'arly for
$1 25 ' ut to make r om for our
m- r t'lcK, vh
c ning thm
-

mid-sum-

BUTTONS! BUTTONS!

Nf

h

good line of SILKS
t h very unusual

ht

Six hemitiful
rter
arf
easily worth $1 00
at
Six pnf'erna. 75 vmIu" to go for
-

79c
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cinct chairman select the judges TICKET OF CURRY COUN TY
Democratic Central
and clerkd of his precinct and
7. That the ballots and ballot
Meeting
Committee
send the name of trie judges boxes hall be sent by the chair(Continued from first page)

urck--

ircU

and clerks to secretary on or be- man of fhch precinct in ty
of date for holding prim iry elnc fore the 10th of May, li)16; and of time before tho holding of the
tion, and the majority expr-that tha secrrf'tary be instructed primary.
ing themaelyes in favor of any to notify said judges and cierks
8. That the chairman of each
pi-n-

4

imme'iiatHy thereafter of such
appointment. Motion duly put
and carried.
Motion by Johnson second by
Craig that the Chairman of the
central committee appoint the
judges and clerks of the
where the committeeman
Mois absent at this meeting.
tion duly put and carried.

precinct shall turn over to the
various election Judges to ballots
and ballot boxes, on election
morning, before the hour the
polls shall open.
Motion of Mr, Elder that Secretary make copies of th minutes of this meeting and turn
same over to the Clovis, and
oiher county papers desiring to
RULES GOVEKNING HOLDING
print same. Second by Mr.
Wither.spoon.
Motion put and
OK PKIMAKY election
1 Toe l'oils snail open at 9 a. carried.
Motion by Mr. Stalker, second
rn ami close at 6 p. m.
by
Mr. Craig thar Committee
2. Bi lot shall be printed on
adjourn. Motion put .and carri
plain white paper.
0. 'I he names of candidates ed.
Fred E. Dennis.
.shaM he placed on tho ballot in
Secretary
Attest:
alphabt tioal order, under th'j
ah follows.
oHitics for which they are runE. H. Robinson,
County Commissioners
$ 5 00
Chairman.
ning. The arrangement of of5
County Surveyor
fices
be
as
on
shall
ballot
the
5 uJ
Probate JiMe
A Rare Musical Treat.
County Superintendent
10 UC follow:
1. District Attorney
10. 00
Member Stat;; Senate
Clovis' iovura of music were
2. State Senator
10 00
lloue Kpres- favored vith a rate musical
3.
representative
Legislature
lo.OO
Sheriff
treat when tne Schubert SymCounty Clerk
lo 0 ', 4.
phony Cluo. of Chicago, g:.; ted
Ci'Unty Treasurer
15 l0i 5. Treasurer
good si.'d
audience ;it the
a
(').
t'l.iirity Clerk
Coumy Assessor
15.00
Thursday
ia;i
Church.
Christ
Af,s:ss-7. Coufi'v
I Jusi rice A'tonu-13 00
evening.
SuperintMiJ'-'ft8 County
t
Mulion second by Mr. Johnson
('.'order, Foprano,
Miss Ltt-t0. IVoikuv Judge
duly put and cai rnsd.
who ranks among the best, fa10. County Surveyor
Motion by Su.Ker that the
vored her hearers with many
11, County Commissioners
expense of the G. airman of the
numhers and responded to
4. That none but democrats
Committee, while attending the
Vilfntine Purcell
Thomas
meeting of Cjunty chairman at bhali he permitted to vote in the
is master of the violin and playRusweli, N. M. be fixed at $15 00 Democratic primary; that the ed many classical
numbers
dollars and paid oaf. of the cam judges of the respective pre- which kept his listners spell
Second by Mr. cincts ahull determine as to each bound.
paign fund.
Miss Livinia Zendt, more
duly put and voters qualification.
Motion
Elder.
5. That the qualifications ol than pleased all with her part
carried.
of the program and is a splendid
Motion by Mr. Hawk, second voters shall be as follows:
musician.
1. Any Democrat who shall
by Mr. Legan that $12 00 be alNo better musicians have
lowed each precinct in county be entitled to vote in the general ever appeared before a Clovis
number
and each
for expense of Judges and clerki election of November 1016, shall audience
seemed to be just a little better
Demo-cranin
to
of
be
entitled
ballot
vote
tha
delivering
the
the
and
than the one preceding.
primary.
boxes to chairman. Motion duly
The Clovis Ladies Band assist6. That the beading
of the ed with several numbers at the
put and carried.
beginning and closing of tke
Motion by Mr. James second ticket shall ba as follows:
program.
DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY
THE
pre
each
that
by Mr. Johnson
MJ

98c
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redu?'i"n

11

pre-uinc- ts

1 1

H-

We r. hIo Fhwiru'
it at are to

Large
We've got the Buttons!
ones, medium size ones and strut
ones. White, black and colors.
Buttons for all purposes

De-m- o

--

-

U

I

;

Ready-to-wea-

A variety of Scrims, Voiles, etc.
in white, ecru and plain, double
borders and figured designs
12
to 65c

early primary the committee
i
vi
met in executive ses-passed the following resolutions:
Upon motion of Mr. Stalker,
aecondod by Mr. James, that
Tnat trie 10:h day of Jun.j. PJ16
be the date of holding the
cratic primary election, same
b. held hi Clovi, New Mexn'o
Mo ion duly put u d ctrrid.
Motion by Mr. Craig; That the
20tu day of May, 1U16 be the
dn.3 tor the closing of the announcement book or candidates.
Seond by Mr. Starker. Mott n
duiv put and carried.
Motion by At. Jimes that:
Tha assessment lee of candidate for the various oifkes ie

;)

tg

r
Stock has never been more complete than now.
Our
We are showing a radiant display of original and distinctive
Suits and Dresses for Spring.

DRAPERIES
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Mt-mb-

Soi-nt-

en-cor- !.
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Christian Church

raise the hearts of the lis
to the skied and
down

ener-- t
For Sale.
drav thf an a;? Is ori t .wn. Lot

Theodosius Meyer,
The

Progressive

TuHsdav

March

C.

W.

Club

28

Lambert

O F. M.

entire memhership ws
Great interest vas man

Aprd 2nd.
ured
The Christian Church cordial
in the Horn Economic .uhj-c- t.
ly invites you to its hPrvices.
Morning devotional. Evening which was along ihf line of
"Preparation of m afs and
Evangelistic. Special interfBt
A gen rd di ciudon
salads"
is being aken m the music
followed
on "Child Libor"
C. W. Lumbert, Minister.
The meetinir wni concln ld hv
lively talks on Currtut Events.
First Methodist Church.
The next session of rhe Club
Let evry member come to
will be held at thj horn- - of M s
Sunday School. This ia imporP. S Ambrose. Siturdav. Apri1
tant. The subject for
the
8ih.
morning pomion will be, "The
Report of the Spies" For the
R. R. Archer, a renrfeent'-t-tivevening the subject will b1, "A
nf'the Alhuqu rque State
Time to Weep."
Journal, the stat
leid'ng pa
A cordial invitation to all. Let
was
in
calling on
thecitv
ler,
it. be remembered
hat the rail
subscribers
first
of the
the
ro:id men are always invited to
week.
attend our church.
J. 11. MESSEh.
Pastor.
D. H. EYER
I

Feeding the Five Thousand."
During Lent, a short service

at

4 p. m.

Sacred Heart
Catholic Church
Mass and Sermon:
."Why am. I a Catholic?;' Because the Catholic Church is the
only Christian institution that
can trace" its history in a direct
line from the present day back
into the dark and dismal pasti
even to the very hour of Christ

For Sale.
5 room modern house in good
clo
in. Will Hell
cheHp
Phone 130.

location,

J

W Cowart aid son, of To-la- r,
were in ClovU Friday anl
hou' f. 50 hid of Hereford
ow8 from J. II. Shepard.

When down town shopping stop at Parish Candy
Kitchen for your luncheon.
Phone 72 your hardware wants
Barry Hardware Co.
R. H. Miser, who has been
very sick for some time ia reported much improved at this
writing.

K. D. SHUMATE

IJV'ER & SHUMATE
(1

KNKRA L' CUXCKETK WORK

SIDEWALKS,

30

BlK. 30

Astoria, Oregon.

FLOORS, FOUNDATIONS
STUCCO

Honest work and a Guarantte back of Every Job.
Let us furnish an estimate on your work

Phone 19.

Clovis, N. M.

9 a. m.

and the Apostles.
7:30 p. m. Instructions, Way
of the Cross and Benediction.
Miss Lorena Connolly will play
and sing. Being a graduate
from Conservatory of M usic at
St Louis, she knows well how to,

7 B'k.

11, 12,

Franklin

353

Episcopal Church

R"v. D. A. S imord, Pastor.
Morninfc service with sermon
ano Hoiy Communion at 11 a. in
Subject nf hOimon:
"Christ

Lt

North Park. Anv of these lot
can he bought at a bargain.
Make your prirv to owner.

mr

vith Mrs
Al port the

E9c

Low Rate Colonist
Tickets
.

On March 25th to April 14th inclusive, the Santa Fe
will have on sale Low Rate One-waTickets to California
y

and the Korthwest, with liberal
Inquire at ticket office or phone

stop-ove-

r

privileges.

156.

L. R. CONARTY, Agt

